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ABSTRACT

Evaluation Report-of the-Provisions for Gifted and Talented
Wilde, Warren D. and Sillito,

Melvin T., March 1986, (96 pp. + app.), and Oakley Centre
Evaluation : Summary Report to the Calgary Board of
Education and the Kahanoff Foundation,1 Belsher, Gayle, April
1984, f77 pp. + app.) taken in part from Oakley Centre
Evaluation : Report of the External Monitoring Committee,
Feb. 1984, SiIIito, Melvin T. and Wilde, Warren D., (68 pp.
+ app.).

AV

The-report is one of a- triad growing out of -formative
evaluations in_each- of three school _systems:of_idissimilar
size in_AIbertaA The_threei Camrose SchooI_District #1315i
Strathcona_County #20, and__CaIgaryBoard_ of_ Educationi
formed a consortium and_ jointly _with_ Alberta Education
sponsored _a project to develop and test promising-evaluation
procedures of programs for gifted students as-well as gather
information_ about- evaluating gifted- students. :The
consortium provided the venue- for field tryout_and_ other
assistance4 Alberta Education provided_ most of the
financial support supplemented with expert advice;

The_Calgary_iPublic School_System ,is theilargest in :the
province. :Its program for gifted:students is-the largest-of
the consortium.: The program has twoi_quite distinct, parts_._
The first part-is a service_to__the_entire_district _called
nducation_Assistance_Services for_the_Gifted" (EAS-G)_i_with
the:mission of_encouraging_and_assisting schools_to develop
their own programs for-educating-the-gifted on their rolls.
The service-is-provided by-a staff-of 12 itinerant teachers,
four consultants4 a-supervisori_and a:curriculum_speciaIist4
The number of-schools with_ programs for gifted_students _is
growing_steadiIy _since_the__service:was: established. The
programs_skhibit_considerabIe_diversity_in their provisions
for_gifted_students_ The second_part of _the_prograwis _a
seIf_contained_school4 attended full time by 300- identified
gifted students for-whom the regular and special curricula
are,integrated. The- school which opened its doors: :in
$eptember 1981 was-funded-by th Calgary Boardiof Education
With a sUbstantiaLdonation (in excess of $1,000,000.00)
from a private foundation;
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INTRODUCTION

This_evaluationwas -begun as a part of a project to
determine_the_similarities and differences _which exist_ in
programs_for_gifted_children at varied_stages of development
among_three dissimilarly sized districts in the province of
Alberta.- -The three- districts involved -in the study are
Camrose School District:#1315# County_of_Strathcona_#20 _and
Calgary:Boardi-of Education. As a result of this_ study,
suggestions:will be forthcoming about program development
and evaluation.

Information in this report was gathered from documents in
the school district and from interviews conducted in May and
June 1985 with several participants. There were many
discussions with the Supervisor of Evaluation Jervices for
the District and the Supervisor of_Enrichment Assistance
Service -_Gifted tEAS-G), as well as the consultants and
program specialist, in order to gain a thorough
understanding of the services provided to gifted children.
In cooperation with the two Supervisors, the foundation of
the evaluation procedure was developed. There was input as
to what might be the most valuable information_needed_by the
school district, which was of vita :. importance in
formulating the _evaluation_guestions. Oakley Centre fa
special_schooI for gifted childrenl was evaluated prior to
this project and the report is contained in a separate
document.

A-history of-program development designed to meet-the needs
of-the gifted is provided- at the:beginning of_this___report_i_
This_1section_ provides -information about the Education
Assistance Service for-Gifted___Chlldren (EAS-G) which began
as a pilot project in 1976_ and also_about Oakley Centre, a
special school for gifted children, which became operational
in 1981.

Schools involved in this study were selected on the basis of
variety in organizational pattern and delivery mode with
iheir programs for gifted children. Schools were selected
at the elementary, junior high and high school levels. In
depth interviews began with program consultants and the

1
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program _specialist housed at- Christine Mitkel
Interviews were then conducted at each school with the
principal, classroom- teachersi_ counselorsi_ _itinerant
teachers, and students._ Parents_were _interviewed_ by
telephone:with_approximately two!,thirds of-the parents being
matched with the child interviewed at the school.

A report of the interviews is included in section III,
section IV is an analysis and summary of the data collected
and section V concludes the report with recommendations
deemed appropriate.

The willingness of participants to share information, make
suggestions for improvement and assist in any way possible
has been of great benefit to the researchers in preparing
this report.

2
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II PROVISIONS FOR GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS IN

CALGARY BOARD OF EDUCATION

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The initial planning for the_ Education Assistance Service
for Gifted Children pilot project began in 1974 under the
name_of Enrichment Assistance Service for Gifted. The
Calgary Board of Education (CBE) was made aware of growing
concerns from the teaching staff and parents that the needs
of students recognized as gifted were not being met within
the confines of the regular classroom. A committee was
formed for the purpose of evaluating recommendations for
potential action.

After considerable discussion, general recommendations were
made_ concerning the need for the acceptance of an
operational definition of gifted children and the need for
provisions o: appropriate educational experiences for
students so defined.

From these recommendations, the committee produced a paper
"Educating Gifted Children, A Plan for Actioh", which
provided a definition ot "gifted" and also a course of
action that would provide a means of delivering appropriate
educational experiences to such students. This document was
submitted to the Board in December 1975 and was approved for
implementation in September 1976. The Education Assistance
Service for Gifted Children (new name) came into being.

Definition-of-Gifted

The- underlying--rationale- of EAS-G was:_based upon the
definition of_gifted:_children_as _stated_in _the "Plan for
Action". This definition limited gifted children to

"those _identified -by --specialists, as having
superior general -intelligence _and/or _creative
abilities -and- .talents__ who require_ educational
opportunities_beyond_those that can be provided in
a regular school program."
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This definition included children with demonstrated1 1or
potential superiority in general intellect, in one specific
academic area, or in the visual and performing arts.
Implicit in the definition was _recognition that many
different kinds of children would manifest their giftedness
in a variety_of ways and would also have a variety of
educational_needs. There was no single approach which would
meet the needs of all identified gifted children. In
addition, within the area chosen for the pilot project,
there would be considerable variation in_ the schools in
which the children would be located,_in terms of size, grade
range, administrative and teaching philosophies and in the
socio=economic status of the communities which they served.

Pilot Project

i
--Western Canada High school ancL ts sixteen feeder schools

were chosen as_ the pilot project area. Students were
Selected by_ their classroom teachers for testing by the
EAS-G psychologist. Selected students, ranging through
grades kindergarten to twelve were _given the 1,-;:SO=IR
intelligence test or, for very young childrent_the Stanford
Binet. It was expected that careful_consideration of the
variety of programs and strategies developed and implemented
during the course of_the_ four year pilot period would lead
to some _generalizations and ultimately to a practical
compendium of validated approaches from Which selections
could be made for other situations. Thus, the_ exploratory
emphasis of EAS-G in itS pilot _stage _would result in
recommendations which would enable_more rapid and efficient
expansion of the service to other schools in the system.

Justification for_the four year project duration had been
provided_ by several evolutionary changes that occurred
during_ this time period. The most obvious was the
quantitative growth in terms of numbers of students
identified and involved in EAB=G programs; the progress (or
lack of adequate progress) _in_identified gifted children
monitored through several__grades; materials selected and
incorporated into a resource bank; programs and strategies
designed and_ developed; teachers and members of the
community involved in programs for gifted Students; and
contacts with schools and personnel beyond the pilot
project.

In September of 1976,__the___Education Assistance Service
staff, (psychologist, resource person and itinerant teacher)
met in a bare classroom, with no furnishings, no
instructional materials, no secretary, no telephone and of
course, no identified gifted students in any of the 17

4 9
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designated pilot schools. Gradually the areas of deficit
diminished, school staffS in the 17 schools_were made aware
of the existence and purpose of EAS-G and children thought
to be gifted were referred to the Service for
identification. In the _course of the next three years,
expansion_of the service occurred in_all of the previously
noted_areas, helped considerably in 1979 by the approval by
the Trustees of an increased budget for that year. This
increased funding permitted the acquisition of_an_additional
itinerant teacher in September 1979, together with
substantial improvements to the resource bank of student and
professional materials.

Other evolutionary changes which took place were less
quantifiable. A major change Vas in the attitudes of the
school staffs involved. tTheSe 17 schools_did not volunteer
tc be in the pilot project, they_were selected by the School
Board.) Initially_ the_ reactions of teachers and
adminiStrators in _the pilot project schools ranged from
polite_but_relatively uninvolved acceptance of the Service,
througn wary suspended judgement, to overt resistance.
Although there was still conSiderable _variation in the
degree of involvement among teachers_and schools, there was
a generally mord positive and approving attitude and a
considerably greater degree of awareness on the part of
teacherS at; to the nature and needs of the gifted children
in their_ charge. It had been noted that positive
attitudinal changes appear to have -ceen brought_about more
rapidly by teacher education, do the provision of in-service
to teachers on a formal/informaI, group/individual basis
became and continues to be an ever increasing function of
EAS-G.

There has also been a steadily increasing and very
supportive involvement on the part of the parents of
identified gifted children.

The EAS=G has also _responded to growing interest in the
education of gifted children outside the pilot project area.
In-service has been provided to staffs, collectively or
singly_and materials have been givsn and loaned. The
development of an annotated bibliography of resuurces which
are available in the EAS=G collection bas become a useful
means of communication with other schools in the public
system.

Expansion

In March of 1980, an extenSive evaluation of the pilot
project was carried out which resulted in acceptance of
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EASrG as an integral part of the_Calgary Board of_Education._
Gradual expansion_was: to_include _the entire_ system_on an
area-by-area basis (five areas in total) to be completed by
1986.

In_1981 the first phase -of the -area-based expansion :went
into effecti-consisting of a twortiered approach_to_delivery
of services to gifted/talented students_in'the Calgary_Board
of Education.- -Direct Service_ consistingof _working
oneronrone_with_ttudents_for_sessions_of_one hour, planning
or_team_teaching_with_the classroom teacheri_and inrservice
workshops_for individual teachers or_ groups of teachers
constituted_one_approach. This typeiof service:was provided
to_the South_ East Area (41- schools) by a team:: of Ione
consultant and three itinerant teachers and to_the:_East Area
(24 schools feeding Crescent:Heights High_School) by a team
of one consultant and two itinerant teachers.

In the_remaining areas wIthin the district another method of
service delivery was attempted. Resources and consultative
assistance to all schools was on a request basis, mostly
provided by the supervisor and program specialist, with team
members deplored as and when appropriate.

The development, expansion and maintenance of the EAS-G
resource centre continued to be a vital element of both
aspects of the EAS-G function.

Oakley CentreT a special school for gifted children, opened
in 1981. Students from all over the district were
encouraged to apply. Some_students from the Direct Service
Area schools and many_students from the pilot project were
accepted. The bulk of the student body in the first year
came from the schools which had no provisions for gifted
students.

Classroom teachers made a concerted effort to locate
students for testing and_ consequently there was a dramatic
increase_in the number of identified gifted students. One
result _of this effort was an increased demand for
psychological testing. Another result was an awareness on
the part of the Board that more and more students were in
need of speuialized programming. EAS-G received information
on these students whether or not they attended Oakley
Centre.

In 1983, Special Services initiated a restructuring1 within
its own department, an action which had direct impact on the
EAS-G program. The position 10f Visiting Teacher was
eliminated and a revised position, Learning Resource
Teacher, was brought into being. Where Visiting Teachers

6
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had travelled from school_to school to work with Studentswho were ekperiencing difficulties (i.e., behavioral,
emotional, motivational problems, academic problems, etc.)
the Learning Resource Teacher was to become_a_permanent
staff_member in each school. This person was to provide
assistance to classroom teachers for all students with
special need for remedial help, counseling, behavior
problems, learning disabilities, giftedness, etc. The
Learning Resource Teacher was responsible for providing _an
extremely wide_range of specialized aSSittance. A few
Learning_Resource Teachers are still required to visit more
than one school due to several schools having small
populations.

Many of the Learning _Resource Teacher positions (130 at
present with a final_goal of about 200) were filled by the
visiting teachers_who were made surplus by the staffing
changes and_by classroom .teachers who had a wide range of
teaching experiences.

The Resource Teachers (previously known as Learning Resource
Teachers) were to act as a liason between the school Staffsand Special Services personnel; in this case the EAS-G
itinerant teachers.

The spring of 1984 brought changes to the entire schoolsystem which subsequently changed the expansion plans ofEAS-G. The five administrative areas of the Board were
reduced to four which brought about changes in the area'sborders. Several schools were placed under new
Superintendents and area administration teams. Where EAS-Ghad previously provided direct Service in two areas, the
South East and East areas, the redistribution of schools nowhad the program working in three of the four areas. TheSchool Board recommended further expansion of EAS=G to
provide direct service to all four areas and therefore, tobe a system wide service.

A Staff -of one_ supervisor, one_.:td8oUrde__Speoialisti. four
area:consultants and 12 itinerant_teachers_were to provide
terVice. to 220 schools and over 800 identified gifted
students;

2. STUDENT IDENTIFICATIONi CURRICULUM CONTENT AND DELIVERY
AND STUDENT EVALUATION

To provide insight into how the unique EAS-G program
operates, the specific areas of student iemtification,
curriculum content and delivery, and student evaluation will
be described.

7
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Student Identification

Students from kindergarten to Grade 12 may be referred to
the School Board Psychologist for I.Q. tasting. Students
could be referred by classroom teachers, parents or
principals, and even peer referral and self-referral are
allowed. Most children are given the WISC-R or Stanford
Binet test 1but1 other assessments may be used at the
discretion of the psychologist. An I.Q. score of_ 130
immediately qualifies a child for inclusion in the program.
However, there is a certain amount of flexibility built into
acceptance criterion due to the diversity of the student
population. Exceptions could be made for children scoring
less than 130 on the WISC-R if English were not the child's
first language or if there were some other mitigating
circumstances.

While each child may demonstrate giftedness in a different
way, one or more of the following characteristics may have
been noticed about the child.

a) Advanced vocabulary for age or grade.

b) Knowledge about things of which other children are
unaware.

Grasps concepts quickly without much repetition.
Becomes bored with routine.

d) Recognizes relationships and comprehends meanings.

e) Unusual insight into values and relationships. May
perceive injustices and oppose them.

Asks provocative questions about1 the causes and
reasons for things and refuses to be satisfied with
superficial answers.

g) Evaluates facts, arguments and people critically.
May be critical and impatient with himself and
others, including teachers.

h) Enthusiastically_ generates ideas and unusual
solutions to problems. May dominate others.

i) Has intense interests. May be difficult to get
involved in topics he is not interested in and
equally difficult to distract from topics he is
interested in.

8
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The above is not a finite list of characteristics of gifted
students, merely a sample of behaviors observed in many
gifted children.

There -are: alSti_isome _negative_characteristics_ that may
attract a teadherl_s or_parentis_attentioniiisuch as behavior
prOblets in group____situationsi, withdrawal from -s0Cial
SitUations or_perhaps_suspected-underachievemett. Parents
are usually_more,accurate in detecting giftedheSs in_ their
own children than are classroomteachera. Parents see_their
child in a igreater: variety of_ditUationd and practical
experience shoWs that_they have greater than 50% accuracy in
identifying giftedness.

The majority_of children are referred by clasSrOOti teachers
and the_number of referrals-has::greatly indreaSed_as_more
and_more school staffs ardiattending:inSerVide workshops_on
identification and the nature:_of_giftedness. In-service
workshops are offered_td_indiVidual_teachersi_principals:and
school:staffs, _but__EAS-_-G__may respond_ only to specific
reqUests_since_no__aspect of_the service is compulsory :and
their Staff complement is limitud._ This-lack-Of Mandatory
involvement with EAS-G allows: many gifted dhildren_to_ pass
through school without detection or Spedialized programing;

Students whO demonstrate achievement _or_potential in -the
visual or performing_arts_are_not necessarily given an I.Q.
test._ The_Board!s_Art Department and/or Music-DepartMentior
SOmeone_else_qualified_in the area under cOnSideration will
review_a_student's talents and then take: a dedision_as _to
the_degree_or_level of talent. :UnfOrtunately; children who
excel in these areas -receive little_specialized programing
in the regular schOol system; If a school requests art,
drama or music assistancei_EASr,G,_if possible; will provide
mini=courses for these students or find a suitable mentor.

Children who have been identified by profeSsionals outside
the Calgary Board of Education and who meet the criteria
established by the CBE are sometimes included in the EAS-G
program.

Once a child has been identified as gifted, the psychologist
is_to notify the parents, teachers, principal and EAS=G. A
copy of the test protocol is sent to EAS-G and the
principal. Parents are to be called by the psychologist and
a meeting arranged to discuss _the child's test results.
Usually an EAS=G area consultant will also meet with the
pSychoIogist_to discuss the strengths and weakneSSes of the
student._ Together they will determine Specific goals and
objectives for the child.

9
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While this is the unwritten policy, some parents miss the
opportunity to meet with the psychologist and only learn of
the identification when EAS-G contacts them by letter
indicating that the child has been included in the program.
Understandably this causes some distress to the parents as
they_may not know what assistance is available for their
children and may not know a great deal about the nature of
giftedness.

The decision as to whether a student will or will not be
involved in specialized programing is left to the parents
and the school. If the principal and parent jointly agree
that__the_ child does not need or want differentiated
programing, EAS-G cannot insist upon student involvement.
If, however, the student wishes to become involved at a
later date, EAS-G will provide the necessary assistance.

Curriculum Content and Delivery

Ifi_the pilot project days, EAS-G focused on developing
programs around the specific interests and strengths of each
identified child. Because this program was not mandatory,
the child's interest was needed to maintain motivation.
Also, there were very few identified children and each child
worked directly with the itinerant teacher, usually on a one
hour per week pull-out from the regular classroom.

This often meant that these children were working on
projects quite unrelated to the curriculum set by Alberta
Education. The goals and objectives set out by the
psychologist and itinerant teacher did not depend on CBE
curriculum. They would deal more with_developing _thinking
skills, _encouraging__divergent and open-ended thinking,
nurturing creative problem solving, pushing children into
synthesizing and evaluating information and generally
broadening their exposure to new and different ideas.
Therefore, following the curriculum guidelines was not
critical4 the content of the custom designed program based
on the child's interests was essential.

With_ the steady increase in the number of identified
students and increased awareness and interest of teachers,
EAS-G found that working with groups of children or classes
of children was more acceptable to toachers, as they also
benefitted from the planning of programs. Children who were
not identified as gifted but_were highly motivated or needed
greater challenge often worked on projects with gifted
students and were called running mates.

10
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Teachers immediately realized that all children would
benefit_from, and _enjoy, this type of programing and
therefore made requests for more specialized workshops.
EAS-G has sponsored several workshops which allow teachers
from a number of schools interested in the same topic to
share their ideas and materials. Teachers wishing to visit
the EAS=G Resource Centre at Christne Meikle School
(previously at King Edward_Jr. High School) and spend a half
day_planning__with one of the EAS-G team will have a
substitute teacher provided for them.

Teachers wanted assistance in pdanning curriculum based
programs which included the higher level thinking skint.
Therefore, EAS-G's focus has had to shift to the needs of
classroom teachers and_the provision of in-service workshops
for all teachers and principals on request.

It became obvious to EAS-G that it was impossible to provide
and administer individual programs for over SOO identified
students in 220 schools with a travelling staff of 20
teachers. Therefore, the testing psychologist _with the
EAS-G area consultant_would determine the intensity of the
child's needs and then modify his/her program in one of
three ways:

a) Students will be placed on a school-based GAIN
plan.

b) Students will_be provided with enrichment designed
to attain specific objectives set for students.

c) Students will be provided with enrichment which is
deemed to be generally appropriate for gifted
students.

Giftedness_is not a 'blanket' condition as a child may be
very strong in one area and average or weak in another.
There can be wide gaps between intellectual development and
social-emotional development and these variances must_ be
reflected in the programing. This requires that the _person
responsible for its implementation, _usually the classroom
teacher, be involved in _the planning. EAS-G, therefore,
encourages teachers to attend in-service workshops that
focus on differentiating curriculum.

Several of the area consultants have drawn up a list of
possible options for providing service to schools-_ The
following is an example_of an option sheet used in one area.
Teachers requiring some other form of assistance can
certainly discuss those possibilities with the area
consultant.

11
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Unfortunately this_presents_a "you can lead a horse to water
but can't make_ him drink" situation as there are teachers
and_ principals _who do not wish any involvement, and
therefore students who might benefit from differentiated
curriculum do not have this opportunity.

Possible Approaches for EAS=G Involvement in Direct Service
to Schools

a) In-service and P.D. presentations
- 2 week notification minimum
- written request to confirm requirements and number

attending

b) Resource Assistance_
= teacher_should present themes/ topics, etc. that are
to be covered and a timeline that accompanies them

- could be provided on a regular weekly basis or
intermittent basis

- if teacher coming to review resources, please make
appointment (8:30 = 4:30 p.m-)_

- we would be happy to _provide resources or assist in
planning of existing programs or help the enrichment
teachers locate mentors, guest speakers, etc. as may
be required.

c) Program planning session with Individual Teachers
- substitutes must be booked 10 days in advance
= teacher comes with themes, ideas, etc. to be worked
on for the entire caass and pertinent information
regarding interests and abilities of specific
identified children

- if teachers wish to photocopy our material, please
bring adequate ditto paper.

Team teaching (intensive short term with classroom
teacher)
- teacher must be involved voluntarily
- involvement by EAS=G in planning for the team

situation
- pre-planning time must_be allotted
= the intent of this approach is to help teachers

operationalize the principles of differentiated
curricula and multi-disciplinary strategies

Short term Pull-out; Intendive
- to be considered for specific units and a specific
time

- allowance for student work to be an "instead of"
regular class work, not an additional burden.

12
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f) "B" Option Modules
- EAS-G staff in cooperation with junior high school
teachers identify areas of interest and design units
which could be implemented in scheduled "B" option
period.

g Mentor Pull-out Program
- in situations requiring specialized expertise that

cannot be provided by classroom teacher or EAS-G, we
will attempt to link student with an appropriate
mentor

- students must be available for pull-out when suitable
for_mentor

- a "contract" should be formulated with student re:
status of work missed before mentorship begins.

Computer Borrowing
- preferred booking dates
- will EAS-G staff_give lessons or will home school

staff be responsible?
- level of expertise needed should be evaluated
- borrowing agreement needs to be signed.

Counseling for Gifted
- to be considered in special needs cases only, as
assistance is limited

- assessment_of needs to be met by such a program
- duration of program
- provision of adequate space.

An interesting trend has been noted by EAS-G regarding
in-service workshops. When an entire school staff (with
principal) attends a workshop, several requests by teachers
for assistance are made in the following two week period.
If the principal is the sole attendee of the workshop, no
requests for assistance are made. For this program to be
successful, teachers must receive full enthusiastic support
from their administration, at both the school and area
level.

Student Evaluation

The area of student evaluation is a very grey and almost
invisible area. In most cases, classroom teachers have the
sole_responsibility for monitoring and evaluating student
performance on a long term basis. There is no formal
procedure by which classroom teachers must or do relay
information about student performance to EAS=G. The
informal route of 1an BAS-G staff member calling on a teacher
is generally how information on students is collected. The
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exception would be where EAS-G works directly with a student
(i.e._team teaching) and then an evaluation of that short
period would be recorded. The Resource Teacher will soon be
responsible for the follow up on student progress.

The very nature of the EAS=G makes evaluation difficult.
Each program developed win be different, the goals and
objectives_vary and the delivery of the program depends upon
the classroom teacher's methods of teaching. The absence of
formal reporting procedures to EAS=G draStically limits
accurate evaluation. However, if a teacher feels that the
gifted student is not performing as expected, or is
experiencing difficulty, EAS=G _would probably be contacted
for assiStance in revising_the program. In this way, EAS-G
is able to keep track of some students. Of course, if the
student excels beyond the goals set, EAS-G would likely be
contacted to share in the joy of the success.

3; OAKLEY CENTRE

Historical Development

In_the spring of 1980, representatives from the Calgary
Board of Education and the Kahanoff Foundation,_a__Calgary
based philanthropic organization, _undertook discussions
regarding the eStabliShment of_ an educational centre for
gifted Students. It_was_the intent of the Calgary Board of
Education_to_administer the program as part of its continuum
of services for gifted students. The Kahanoff Foundation
was_to provide funding for materials, equipment, staff
development and staffing positiong extra to the normal
allotment given to all "regular" schools by the Board of
Education.

Since September 1981, the Oakley Centre has been in
operation sharing the physical facilitieS with Dr. Oakley
Junior High School while maintaining an administration team
distinct from that of the "host" school. The school has
access to the services provided by the Board's central
office and through the regional office.

Philosophy

There is however, an added administrative component which is
unique. This is a steering committee with representatives
from the school, the school system, the donor foundation and
one parent at large. The steering committed is
significantly involved in planning and directing the
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school's growth and development. One of the key functions
of this committee is to provide a communications base which
ensures that there is a commonality of expectations from the
school.

The 13 goals and_50 objectives set out by_ the school are
based on the school's philosophy, which is a statement of
the educational needs of gifted students and indicates how
the school will function to meet these needs. The
philosophy is:

Oakley Centre will_provide a learning environment
that will enable gifted students to explore and
develop their potential as learners and as
responsible members of society. Students will be
encouraged to reach their point of challenge in
intellectual, physical, social and emotional areas
in a manner commensurate with their individual
needs and interests.

The goals statement is unique in that all goals are directed
commonly toward teachers, students and parents.

There is growing, if not yet complete, consensus among
educators of gifted students that giftedness is a
combination of exceptional attributes of three kinds: ly
Ability to1 acquire skills and knowledge; 2) Creativity 1and
3) Supporting personal characteristics such as initiative,
persistence and high standards of performance. Development
of these three attributes is a commitment of Oakley Centre
as expressed in the goals and objectives.

Organization

In its first year, 110 students similar in age to students
in grades 4/ 5 and 6 of a regular school were accepted with
a staff of 10.4 teachers.

During the second year,_ 1982-1983, an additional 100
students were accepted into school ranging from grades 3 to
7, with a staff of 16.3 teachers.

The year of the operation added grade 8 and an
addit al_50 students attended the school with a staff of
21 te,

In the present school year, 1984-1985, the school's full
quota of 300 students is attending Oakley Centre in grades 3
to 9. Presently 23.5 teachers are on staff.
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_
While the term "grade" is used in the above explanation to
provide meaning for a similar group as that in the regular
school, in fact, grades as such do not exist at Oakley
Centre. The organization 1.8 by houses_ with the lower _age
levels in Phoenix Houge, the middle age group is in Catius
House and the upper age group is in PPgasus House.

_
Student Identification

All students at Oakley Centre have been individually
selected. A student in one of the elementary or junior high
schools of the Calgary Board of Education is nominated for
testing by a parent, teacher, or some other interested
person, such as a counselor or administrator.

The student is psychologically assessed by means of an
individual I.Q. test and the results are discussed with the
parents in an interview.

Until December of_1984, students who were considered likely
candidates had their names placed on a conditional waiting
list. _When the student's name waS reached on the list, a
combined conference and school visit was arranged for the
student accompanied by parents. Since _Oakley Centre has
become a referral School, the waiting list has been
discontinued but the interview process for children referred
to the school continues. There have been other
modifications in placement procedures alSo.

The student population has increaged in numbers as the upper
grade level of admissionS hag been increased year by _year.
The de facto admission factors are, _1) an I.Q. of 130 or
greater; 2) recommendation by a psychologist and/or by
teachers; and 3) the wishes of parents and child. (Only two
applicants have so far been rejected on the basis of the
principal's_ decision and only three have left after
admission as a consequence of counseling.) Generally,
adMission follows providing, 1) the_parents agree with the
philosophy and objective& of the school; 2) the child wants
to attend at Oakley Centre; and 3) the principal at Oakley
Centre concludes that the child's needs are beat served by
attending_Oakley Centre. While the principal looks for some
evidence of creativity in the child, few of the children are
screened out on this basis. Some applications for admission
are withdrawn by parents after the information meeting at
the school.

Grade 3_1evel was chosen as the earliest adMiSSiOn_time:_as
moat school administrators belieVe: there_ is sufficient
challenge during the first feW a-Cho-61 grades. Interviews
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with children indicated-that they do not always_agree _with
this belief. One of_the_main reasons for not beginning
programs earlier-is that it is more-difficult to identify
the gifted_when_they_are_young_iand_it:isialsoi.difficult tO
provide_differentiated programming until_the child can work
independently for a prolonged period of time, which requires
proficiency in reading;

The-majority of_students_are boys._ _The ratio of boys to
girls_hasiiin_ the:past, been as high_ as two,to _one. _In
1983=1984_this_ratio has_been_somewhat_reducedi: presumably
as_a consequence_of _information sent to_nominating _schools
that_larger numbers_of_ girls than boys_were_being overlooked
in the nomination procedures; The disparity between the
numbers of boys and girls suggests that factors other than
general_cognitive ability may be operative. It has_ been
suggested_thata :greater compliance: with an unsuitable
curriculum among girls _may have resulted in fewer of them
being noticed and nominated.

There is no probationary period following _admission to
Oakley Centrevneitherilis_there, a limit on the length of
time a student may attend. Students seem to thrive on
programs designed for_their special needs:and only the few
who have special problems adjusting are not Challenged.

Student Transfers

To date, students have left Oakley Centre for two reasons:
1) those who found Oakley Centre inappropriate, and 2) those
who transferred to other school districts.

Each_year, a few students transfer out either because the
school does not have the kind of facilities_to resolve their
problem or because the very _high level,_of_ personnel
resources committed-(usually_adMinistrative time) cannot_ be
continued_for:a prolonged_period_of time with_no prospect of
reaching a_solutiom___ These transfers_ara_not_a result _of
improper selection_based on ability. Students_with_problems
are not screened out; _In fact; studenti may have been
nominated in the first instance because they had
frustrations with their former schools and_exhibited problem
behavior. Oakley-Centre receives many such students and iby
virtue of _the_school _curriculum, climate _and a tolerable
amount of counseling, usually resolves the problems; Oakley
Centre receives many problems and exports very few.
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Curriculum Content and Delivery

Students at _Oakley Centre___encounter, a curriculum whose
content COnSiStsof_the_prescriptionsof Alberta EducatiOn;
the Calgary_ BOard_of_Educationi3Oakley_Centre Admitistratibh
and teadherS and_their own choices; The latter COntribution
tO_OUrriculum content ,is,by_no means insignifidanti it is
eine____of___the most frequently_ and _favorably mentioned
differences between Oakley and other_schoolsi._ Another
difference, perhaps even:Anore_frequently :mentioned; is
having many peerS-eath _with_exceptional abilities, which;
though different_ in kind; are as superior as their_ OV11
ThiSiprOVides_another important facet, of_ the deliVered
currioUlum because student interaction IA high; eneciuraged
aS it is by_teacher attitudes, group projeCts_And a variety
of other cooperative endeavors in the Optional and other
special program components.

Teachers_ deliVer _a curriculum in which the prOSCribed
POrtiOn_is compacted; Le; completed in a shorter tite from
the_horMal and_is integrated with those,spedial deitponents
WhiCh_they deem to be of MOstvorth tO gifted students;
Teachers in academic areat are_the most_actively involved in
developing,new cUrridUla because_the_chief,basis for student
selection is eXCeptional academic potential.- TeacherS: in
language arts; sciencei_mathematiqs and the_ hUitanities;
thertfOre have_the_greatest_challenge to develOp the_dpecial
curridtlum components; Even in thosei_curriculum_areas _such
aS_Art_i_music or industrial arts_in_which:Students_ exhibit aMuch more average _spectrum :of__Abilitiesi, there is a
challenge; Though_the studentl_s specific_aptitudes in_theSe
areas mayibeiaveraqei _they nonetheless learn more quiCklyi
participate in_class activities more readily-And iddtplete
aStightentd_with much greater dispatch._ iTtadhert_in these
SUbjeCts; therefore, are extending what might be called the
"regular" curriculum.

The other_currieUlat_areas also _have unique qualitieS. _In
the sch0Ol setting_at Oakley_ Centre; drama supplieS _for
studenttva_common; regular_ and reliable_ mode_of relaxation
and a _change of_ pace; Art, music; shop and drama also
provide, from time to time; 80me elements of "audience";

Some Unusual Curriculum Aspects

The school perspective on curriculum has some unusual points
of focus. In addition to presenting the "regular"
curriculum and ensuring that Students can exhibit the skills
of acquiring knowledge and literacy, the school goals
emphasize the Student's self-deveIopment and relationship to
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others and to the community. There ig a unique activity
labelled ',Flex,' implemented by having the students stay in
homeroom for 30 minuteS per week to discuss concerns
emanating from the school setting or elsewhere. This
practice is a mechanism which encourages expression of
feelings in an atmosphere made safe by the presence of an
interested and caring adult along with equally respectful
peers. Student needs for gaining self-knowledge,
self-confidence, and self-respect are, surprisingly, very
much heightened in the cognitively gifted. _The need for
experience in conSidering and developing values is another
school goal, as of course is the development of a high
degree of skills in an extended variety of curriculum areas,
commensurate with ability. The school is necessarily
concerned with delivering the most desirable curriculum,
with significant differences in level and in kind from the
regular curriculum.

Curriculum development and revision are carried on by teams
of teacherd who have__release time for this purpose. A
detailed description of the curricula can be obtained from
CBE and a brief summary of each area is contained in the
Oakley Centre evaluation report.

Future of Oakley Centre Graduates

The 19851986 school year will be the first time that
transfers because of graduation will occur. The first class
of students will leave Oakley Centre to enter Calgary High
Schools.

Tie actUal_prOblett;_which_will _be encountered at that time
art_UnknoWni_however_a few can be anticipated. Problems_may
be_encountered, because of differences in- Oakleyi_Centrel_s
organization for instruction;_in sChO01 Climatesi_in_student
expectations and in student abilities. Because these
graduates are_totally iprepared in the regular curriculum;
problems_ coping with high school courses are not
anticipated,

However; Oakley Centre is organized On multiaged groupings
for,curriculum delivery purposes_ and_ some _problems may
result when these StUdentit ehter high school. Student
interactiOn With peers_over several years_and in the setting
prOVided:_bededes a significant part of the effective
instruction program.

Hopefully, the receiving high school__ will_ exercise
flexibility_in student_placeitehti_ allow advanced standing
and/or credits Atid/Or haVe extra learning resources to which
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students have access on their own choice. It is hoped that
in cooperation with EAS-G, the schools will appropriately
modify the curriculum when required.

Nev_i)evelopments

Concern has been expressed on the part of parents, and the
public generally about provisions for gifted children in
Calgary Board of Education which has led to a number of
actions. During the 1983-84 school year a major evaluation
was conducted on Oakley Centre with the result that some
modifications were made to program and staff. In addition
there was a call by the loard for a comprehensive plan to
develop services for gifted and talented _children. This
plan was developed during the 1984-85 school year and
implementation began during the 1985-86 school year. There
are a number of worthwhile recommendations encompassed in
the Comprehensive Plan which should be of benefit to the
gifted and talented children in the district over the next
few years.
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III EVALUATION DATA

1. INTERVIEWS with AREA CONSULTANTS and PROGRAM SPECIALIST

Four area consultants and the program specialist working
with the schools were interviewed using questions based on
the pertinent areas of concern. The consultants and program
specialist are housed in the EAS-G_offices and area offices
and regularly visit schools to assist teachers or conduct
workshops based upon needs and requests. Because the area
consultants are_so closely associated with school programs
it seemed that they could provide insight into the current
practice and were thus interviewed first.

Question # . What identification procedures are in use in
schools?

The consultants from EAS-G provide in-service seminars each
year outlining the recommended procedures of the school
district. It is recommended that the school collect as much
data as possible so as to make the best_assessment. This
would include marks 4nd work samples from classroom
assignments. Guidelines are_provided to help in identifying
students who are artistically talented, including the
recommendation that a portfolio of their creations be
assembled for evaluation. Teachers are counselled to have
students gifted in music and drama assessed by subject
curriculum specialists. Use of the "Renzulli Compacter" to
organize the information, as weIl as a screening flowchart
are recommended aids to assist the school resource team in
the identification process. It is also recommended that
personnel from EAS-G be consulted when they are in the
schools and be part of the final Selection team.

The consultantS confirmed that the identification procedure
is mainly based on teacher and parent nomination which is
verified by use of school grades, classroom performance and
standardized tests. Students are usually given an
individual intelligence test (WISC-R), the Canadian
Cognitive Abilities Test (CCAT), and other evaluation
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measures as necessary. Artistically talented students
normally assemble a portfolio of their work which iS
evaluated by specialists and often by EAS-G consultants.
The school makes the final decision about who will be
accommodated in the program based on an accumulation of
tests and recommendations and invited comments of subject
area specialists and EAS-G consultants.

The area consultants and program specialist all agreed that
consistent procedures, which are broad and flexible enough
to cover a wide variety of situations within the Calgary
Board of Education system, are needed. They also agreed
that the procedures now recommended are not consistently
used and that there seem to be few schools using duplicate
prccedures for identification.

Question #2. Will the procedures used or recommended
identify all those students targeted in the system
definition?

This question- was _broken into: two Terts: procedures
recommended and the procedures used. Four of the five said
that even:if the_procedures_recommended_were used faithfully
there_still would not be_total_identification since some are
always_likely__to be missed _regardless-of the procedure;
Cultural differences will inhibit identification of some
students and-then_there are those_students with performance
oriented gifts- which are not picked up -by conventional
measures. All of -thisi_ group agreed :that: the current
procedures:used in_the_schools would not identify all of the
gifted children available.

Question #3. Are the identification procedures recommended
educationally sound?

The program specialist_and all consultants agreed that the
recommended procedures are educationally sound and in
agreement with the system definition for gifted. They were
also of the opinion that if the procedures were used
consistently, most students would be identified.

Commentsimade by this group of consultants help_ identify
some_of the_aspects to_be considered_in_ determining who are
gifted._ The school staff must understand the total spectrum
of !igifted" or_ else only the academically gifted will be
identified, but of course this has--implications_ _for
in-s3rvice. There _is_need for aistandardizedimethodithat_iS
specific:and comprehensive enough to address_ the definition,
yet flexible in implementation. The procedure cannot be too
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time consuming or it will not be accepted in the schools.
The continual shift of personnel and the lack of consistent
understanding of giftedness among the teaching force often
leads to misunderstandings and inaccuracy in identification.
There iS also a _greater need for more time from
pSychologists to do the necessary testing or else a method
of_ accurate _identification which does not require the
services of the psychologist. Strong Support from the
school administration is abSolutely necessary if the
identification process is to be successful.

2pestion #4. _The consultants and program specialiSt were
asked_to comment about their expectationS of teachers as
well as the type, amount and adequacy of help provided
teachers with respect to: identification; curriculum
development and implementation; assessing and reporting
student progress and communicating with parents; and
inservice education.

This_proved to be a very difficult exerciSe and in some
cases it was an inappropriate request. There_ was a wide
variety of responses and sometimes no response. The term
"adequate" did not have a common base of reference. Thus an
analysis of the remarks did not lead to consensus of
opinion.

Identification

The, expectations:Ot_teachers_were_quite _varied but in the
main it_ was _felt_thati_teadhers_appointed to this program
should bei:familiar _with_the_ procedures for identifying
gifted_children_and_abIe,to follow the directiOnsi:OUtlined.
Teachers were,also expected to be sympathetio:td the special
needs of _lifted_ children _and re-cOlhite that these needs
couldbest be met_if_the Children_Weke_OkaPerIy_ identified;
This might_ mean that_ teachers,:through_ experience, _would
suggest ways in which_the_identification process could_ibe
more_effectively__accomplished. It -was also felt that
teachers_should_seek assistance from EAS=G_coneultente when
they were unsure_pf_how to proceed Or if there Seemed to be
exceptional circumstances.

The consultants and program _specialist try to provide an
orientation on the nature of giftedness and how to identify
it. This is usually done through in-service sessiong dither
At the EAS-G offices or at the school and through one-on-one
sessions as needed. The consultantt try to fit into the
time schedule of the teachers.
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The help provided teachers was generally viewed as
inadequate. It was the opinion of this group that there
were too few of them laboring under a variety of time
constraints to be totally effective. But it was interesting
to find that most of the_consultants believed teachers could
do more for themselves in taking advantage of the
infokmation provided through in-service sessions and
professional reading.

Curriculum Development, Differentiation and Implementation

Teachers_are expected to be aware of student needs and do
something on their own to meet these needs. This is begun
through reading the student profile information, including
the psychological assessment, and through diScuSSion with
other teachers and support personnel at the school level.
Teachers Should be able to begin planning to meet some of
the needs but concerns about programs should be directed to
the BAS-G staff soon so as to avoid difficulty.

The consultants provide information about planning a
curriculum, possible resources and often help through
demonstration lessons and team teaching. The consultant may
accompany the teacher to a School Resource Group planning
testion to demonstrate the role which each of the
participants can play in helping to provide for the special
needs of the children.

The consultants generally_ agreed that the:help:prOVided_ WaS
adequate but also noted_that_they_were only able td_devote_a
certain amOUnt_ofitheir_own time_to _amy_one_,teacher or
SChool._ There_ is also a limit on the_ provision_ pf
SubStitute teachers while the regular teacher is gathering
information;

Assessing Student Progress

It is expected that teachers will understand individual
differences of each student and evaluation is to be based on
this principle. Teachers are expected to use a
multidimensional approach to assessment of Student progreSs
and employ anecdotal records as a method of record keeping.

It was found that very little help is provided to the
teacher in this area and the consultants viewed the help
given as inadequate.
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Reporting Student_Progress_and_Communicating with Parents

It is,expected that the teacher inform parentt about:how the
curriculum_ is differentiated ahd :_hOw_ the child _iS
progressing in the_clasS.:!There id_Virtually nothing _being
done by the consultanta With thiS aspect of the program;

In-service

Teachers are expected to attend the in=service sessions
provided by EAS-G and to also read the professional
literature recommended. There are many activities provided
by the EAS.°G Staff for all teachers of the gifted and some
activities are custom designed to meet special needs. The
sessions provided are deemed to be adequate and worthwhile.

Additional- Comments

This group of consultants was of the opinion that teachers
of the gifted should be caring human beings with a
commitment to this program. If teachers have these
attributes, then they are likely to want to learn about
gifted children, learn how to meet their needs and give
extra effort to working with school staff and students to
ensure that achievement is commensurate with ability.

Question #5. Consultants were asked about expectations of
them, who set the expectations, the type of help they
received to fulfill their responSibilities, and the adequacy
of the help.

The consultants were aware of expectations but had
difficulty being specific. Generally thny_are required to
meet_the needs of the teachers for help and do Some public
relations work so that all participantS are _basically
satisfied. They try to be Aware of new problems and bring
these to tht attention of the Director along with
recommendations. _ _There is the expectation of being
knowledgeable in every aspect of educating the gifted and
providing services to the schools on demand. Mord than one
of the consultants said they were _ ekpected to be
uprofessionalu but then were unable to elaborate
specifically what thiti meant, though they seem to have a
general concept. One consultant, who is heavily involved in
counseling_as a part_of her assignment, noted the number of
meetings required and the need to be involved with Screening
students and liaising between EAS=G and Student Services.
There was some suggestion that the position carries some
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unreasonable demands and expectations when the views of all
school district personnel and parents are totalled.

The expectations ofithe program specialist may be,the most
far_:reaching.- She is responsible for helping with
curriculum_within_thei_ district:but:is also called_upon _to
give:in-service_ outside:the district on_a regular basis.
She_is _often involved in counseling parents and helping
staff understand how best to implement ideas within the
district;

There seemed to be little help provided to the consultants
outside of that provided by the Director on an informal
basis. Consultants are competent teachers in their own
right and are often expected to use their resourcefulness to
adapt the Ideas of providing for the gifted and provide
leadership to the teachers. The opportunity to discuss
ideas with each other and with the Director is probably the
saving grace in many instances.

Question #6._ _ Consultants were asked to identify the
expectations they had for themselves and the type of help
received to meet these expectations.

All consultants expressed the desire to help gifted children
be independent learners and devolop the special abilities
they exhibit. They want to do this by eharing with
te; chers, and others_interested in helping gifted children,
their understanding of these children and how to provide a
challenging learning environment. They expect to be
advocates for the children at the expense and risk of being
professionally unpopular. They expect to keep learning
through study and daily experience and be creative in thiS
educational endeavGr. But each consultant is aware that
much of what is required to give able leadership must be
acquired by their own initiative since little is readily
available within the vicinity.

Question #7. Consultants were asked about the existing
structures or procedures for evaluating gifted student
outcomes and evaluating school and district provisions for
gifted children.

All five consultants agreed -that1 student evaluation iS
necessary but all indicated that there are_no standardized
procedures in place. The consultants were of the opinion
that student evaluation provides feedback to the teachers,
parents and students and should be based on student needs.
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While it was felt that teachers should be accountable, it
was also stated that the method of evaluation is of concern.

In answer to whether_there should be evaluation of students
over a lengthy period of time there was_unanimous agreement.
It was noted that a longitudinal evaluation is underway and
should provide some_valuable information. But it was also
noted that there is very little being done in terms of
longitudinal evaluation for all gifted students in the
school district.

All consultants said there were no school or district
procedures to evaluate provisions for gifted children. One
is being given consideration by EAS-G but there is
considerable controversy. There is informal input from
school principals about progress and an evaluation wag
completed a few years ago but there doeS not seem to be a
standardized procedure in place.

When asked if the personnel_delivering, administering or
providing services for the gifted are evaluated, there was a
split_response. Three consultants said yes and two said no.
Everyone in the system is evaluated but this is not specific
to prog-ams for the gifted.

Question #8. What factors are facilitating the success of
the proviSions to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

While_several factors were mentioned that contribute to
success of the program for gifted and talented, the most
common one was the use of substitute teachers to provide
release time for the classroom teacher to attend in-service
sessions. There seems to be an experienced, committed staff
with easy access to a plentiful supply of resource materials
so that the needs of the teachers can be addressed.

Question #9. what factors hre impeding success of the
provision to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

There were more reasons posited as to why the program is not
more successful than the identification of factorS
contributing to success. It is intereSting to note that
just as substitute teachers were cited as the main reason
for success, it is also the lack of personnel resources,
including more _substitute teacher time, that impedes the
rate of success. Principals would like to have more
consultants_helping in the schools and teachers also seem to
need more assistance. It was the feeling that the demands
for in-service are greater than the ability of the staff to
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provide professional development opportunities, especially
when so few teachers are aware of the nature of giftedness.

The remaining answers varied in importance with respect to
lack of succesS. The next most often cited reason fell into
the category of support._ _There was the feeling that the
area superintendent's office was not as supportive as it
might have been. The fact that the administrative structure
is complex was thought to be responsible for
miscommunication at times, as well as contributing to
uncertainty about responsibility and priorities. There was
also the feeling that long=term planning and a systematic
framework of program delivery were lacking, so that changes
in direction were frequent, thus reducing the momentum.
Finally, negative attitudes, having more than one office in
which staff are housed and the movement of Alberta
Education toward standardized tests, which tends to promote
the teaching of convergent thinking rather than divergent
thinking, were given as possible impediments to programs for
gifted children.

Question plO. Consultants were asked if they had any
additional commentF or recommendations.

The comments of these experienced consultants were most
insightful. They noted that their roles change with time
and the experience of_all participants in offering programs
for the gifted. _While the resource specialist was supposed
to work_with_ teachers to plan programs, she found herself
supervising consultants, working with itinerant teacherS,
aiding parents and numerous other tasks.

EAS-G has been responsible for expanding the scope of the
program but there is need for specific guidelines and long
range planning to be provided by the Board and central
adtinistration. There is the need to identify teachers who
have the desire and ability to work with gifted children and
help foster the affective domain as well as challenge the
child in the cognitive areas. Provision for gifted and
talented children needs to be seen as a part of the whole
education program of the school and not just an add-on or
transitory element. Without proper central direction there
is little chance to control many of the day-to-day demands
that interfere with more rapid growth in the program.
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2. INTERVIEWS with SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

A sample of schools was selected-from within the Calgary
BOard of Educatiom_ _There_were eleven elementary:_schoolsi
three:_junior _high_schools; _two_ elementary-junior high
schools and_three senior high schools involved in this part
of the study. From the nineteen schools, :seventeen
principals and one assistant_principal were interviewed, but
in one school contact with an administrator was not
possible.

The _programs _were _quite varied dependina on the
circumstances_ such as number_ of children_ serviced;
socioeconomic background of the children, emphasis o'n

French Immersion; etc; so that the reliability of
generalization is_questionable. Alternative High School and
Western Canada High SCh001 arebUffidiently 'different in
their approaches to.iwarrant_special_attention_in thiS report
(included:at the_end of_this_section). The cooperation from
the_principals was exceptional and many_insights were gained
through_contact with_these administrators; even though _some
questions did not_apply universally. Since some questions
were_not_ answered, the_ total number of responses is not
identical for all questiohs.

Question #1. Is a program provided for each student
identified?

Ten of_the principals said they provided for every student
and six said they did not. Of the six who responded
negatively, the-majority_said_theyi_try_to_provide_ for_ most
of_the gifted studentsi_and one said _he was working toward
this goal;____One_principal_ noted that while providing for
eVery__gifted child would be ideali there are staff
constraints which work against this endeavor _but there is
the hope that every student Will beichallenged'in_some_ way
in the regular classroom. In one_school there_is a program
for grades five and six exclusively and in another school
there was only one student identified.

Question #2. Type of program.

The organizational arrangement to offer programs for the
gifted varied from school to school and there was even a
variety of offerings within the school in some instances.
Fourteen schools have enrichment offered within the class,
four principals said they have clustering of gifted in a
class, twelve schools pull the gifted from several
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classrooms to receive special instruction (pull-out), and
seven schools have cross grading arrangements of some type.
No one reported sending children from one school to another
for special classes.

There seems to be no common pattern of personnel
involvement. By this is meant that the individuals involved
and how each participates is dependent upon the school
philosophy, number of students, and the resources available.
The most common participants are the principal, classroom
teacher, teacher-librarian, itinerant 1teacher, resource
teacher, and teacher of the learning disabled. At times
there are steering committees or special committees
established to selcct qualified candidates. These
committees are commonly referred to as the "School Resource
Group". These committees are usually composed of a few of
the following: the principal, a school counselor, one or
more parents, a psychologist, resource teacher, a school
nurse, a curriculum specialist, and a member of the EAS-G
Staff.

Question #3. What are the identification procedures used in
your school?

There_does not:seem to be a Standard set of identification
procedures employed_across the district _if the answers given
by these_schooI principals are an indication; The schools
rely upon teacher observation and recommendation fOr the
most part with referrals based on psychological -assessment
when this is available. It was a_common complaint_ that
individual psychological- assessments_ were difficult to
obtain becauseiOf the nth:doers Of students involved and the
ladk of qualified personnel;

Some schools follow a detailed procedure of -collecting
student information while other schools_are_more:informal_in
their approach. Schools which carry_on_a_formal procedure
rely upon-school: grades_andiscores__on special achievement
teSts4 -interest inventories, parents' comments and
recommendations, teacher recommendations and the
psychological_assessment; Other schools, especially those
which offer enrichment in the regular classroom, are often
not interested in a detailed plan with principals:_providing
justifications such as0 "we- don't want to label the
children",_"we.iknow we_have_ailarge_number", and "an of our
teadhers_are_doing_ good _things in _the class_ and doing
something extra so_that the kidsk needs are being met"; The
junior _and senior high schools often rely upon
identifications made at the elementary school- level. The
high schools have so many students that identification
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procedures seem impossible. Little, if anything, is done to
identify children gifted in the visual and performing arts
except for a self=selection into options. A common request
from the principals was for a set of procedures that they
could follow and they often freely admitted that
insufficient knowledge and understanding of the nature of
giftedness is a major problem.

Question #4. Do you believe the procedures used are
complete enough to identify all the gifted and talented
students?

Four principals believe the procedures are adequate to
identify all students but the rest said no. There is the
feeling on the part of some principals that teachers are
sufficiently sensitive to be able to identify gifted
children while others think that the procedures are fine if
there were more _in-service sessions provided. Several
principals noted that bias can interfere with the accuracy
of observation and chat time constraints also interfere with
accurate identification. Some principals are convinced, in
retrospect, that some gifted children were missed even
though a thorough identification process was employed.

Question #5. Are there students who were falsely included
as being gifted or talented?

In answer to `%is queStion, three said yes, eleven said no
and the reet were unsure. An instance was cited where a boy
was included at the parents, request but a retest using the
WISC=R showed the score to be less than the required 130.
The child, who did not seem comfortable in the program,
eventually withdrew. Some principals believe many high
achievers are included with the gifted.

Question #6. Principals were asked if they knew the system
defihition of gifted and if the procedures used would
identify all of the gifted and talented in the system.

The School Board bas recently approved a new working
definition of gifted but the interviewers were interested in
knowing whether the principals knew either the newly
accepted definition or the one previously used. Fourteen
principals knew at least one of the definitions, one
admitted not knowing either and one was unsure.

Only two principals thought the procedures would identify
all of the intended candidates. Most believed that the
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procedures would miss some academically gifted as well as
most of those gifted in visual and performing arts,
leaderShip and motor development.

Question- #7- Are the identification procedures
educationally sound, effective and efficient?

All but one of the prihdipals_ thought the procedures were
educationally-sound. There:was uncertainty as to whether an
I.Q. ef 130 iSiati _appropriate cut_off point to determine
giftedheat. While_this _score is used it does not seem to
appear_in the_system documents except at Oakley ceritre.
Principals generally agreed :that involving competent
teachers in the identification pread-SS_ t4as :a: _solid
foundation but noted that_there VMS heed far training and
constant re-evaluation of the procedures.

All principals said the _procedures are effective. While
they admitted that effectiveness is dependent upon the
competence of the personnel involved there were no
suggestions for improvement.

The opinions were equally divided on the efficiency issue in
terms of time Spent in identification. Those who answered
no_to the question believe that there is great waste of time
and ekpense in extensive testing to confirm what teacherS
already know when the tests also have deficiencieS. It was
also felt that the meeting with_ parents was often time
consuming without yielding much additional information.

QUettien #8. Principals were asked to comment on what they
areiexpected_to provide for the gifted and talented, 'what
assistance is given to meet_these_expeOtatienSi additional
assistance needed and where it timit be obtained.

The principals_found_it difficult_ to respond to this item.
They_aakh6wledged that the Calgary Board of Education waS
ekpeoted to provide for the special needs of all ahildren
and while this is difficult it ftevertheleSS its hedessaryi

The_ _Scheel system_ generally, i.e. the central
admihiSttatibiii_OkincipaIs and teachers; as well as_parents,
expect gifted children to be_properly identified and to have
tpedial_provisions. The underlying -assumptiOn Lef: thiS
expectation is that staff Will beCOMe Stiffidiently
knowledgeable_ about :gifted: arid_ talented children_ to
accurately make: the identification_ and then be able_ to
adequately provide a:challenging program for the children;
including an evaluation of student progress which will be
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communicated to parents. This means that the principal is
expected to keep the program fresh in the minds of staff and
provide an opportunity for them to gain information. It is
also expected that the school will provide the necessary
materials and support for a specialized program to meet the
needs of gifted children in the school whether this be
enrichment_or through some other_ organizational pattern.
The implication of this expectation is another expectation
of maintaining a flexible schedule and timetable so as to
assist teachers and children with special endeavors. There
seems to be an expectation for each principal (some of this
coming from the individual and some being attributed to the
central administration) to have enough knowledge about any
program, including programs for the_ gifted, to provide
leadership_and know_where to find resource help. In many
instances this means attending in-service sessions put on in
the district, attending conferences and seminars or
enrolling in courses. Principals believe that parents,
especially those affiliated with ABC, expect the principal
to be able to explain what the school is able to do4 and is
doing, to provide a program for the needs of each child.

The district_provides each school a number of resources to
assist with programs for the gifted. For the purpose of
identification each school has access to a psychologist to
administer individual tests, especially the WISC-R. There
is in-service from qualified staff at EAS=G when needed,
along with access to resource materials, including
identification instruments, in the _library. There is
limited help from the school resource group. There is
release time available for teachers to attend in-service
sessions and there is also an opportunity for teachers to
have a member of the EAS-G staff come to the school and help
implement ideas using a team teaching approach. Program
specialists are available to give _assistance in core
curriculum areas such as math and language arts. At times
the EAS=G staff intercede with parents to explain the
programs available and give special advice. There are
limited funds accessible from the area superintendent for
professional development. While there are sources of help
provided by the district, some principals noted that they
had taken initiatives within their schools by applying for
EOF grants to obtain more teacher help and by organizing
team teaching and in-service among the staff. The
principals often commented on the excellent help provided by
EAS-G in curriculum development where special units were
developed and in some cases specific units for one child.

The principals acknowledged that progress had been made in
providing resources to meet the needs of the gifted but in
the same breath were requesting more. There seemed to be a
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need in Some cases to have specialists carry out the
identification procedure but a common expressed need was for
more staff and resources to facilitate identification.
Especially desirable would be more help from pitychologiSts.
There was also a plea for more qualified Staff and More
in-service in identification and curriculum differentiation.
One principal expressed the need to have more input into who
would be hired for the program. _While_ most principals
thought highly of the service rendered by EAS-G in
curriculum development there were some who thought their
services were less than adequate. There was a strong voice
for more resource teacher help. One of _the greatest
acknowledged weaknesses was in the evaluation of progress of
the gifted child and they were at a loss as to how to make
improvements in this area.

Quastion #9. Principals were asked to identify the
expectations they had for themselves as well as the type and
adequacy of help received to meet these expectations.

All principals expect to provide programs to meet the
special needs of the students in their schools, including
the gifted. Specifically stated this means they want to
have proper identification procedures and then help teachers
provide challenging programs. Some were concerned about
building an awareness of giftedness. The principals expect
to provide leadership to bring teachers and resources
together for the benefit of the students.

When asked to comment on the help received to meet these
expectations it was evident that little is done unless the
principal takes the initiative. There are some conferences
and there are helps within the district but most principals
said it was left to them to seek assistance or organize
their own.

QuestJon #10. Principals were asked to comment on
evaluation of gifted students and evaluation of provisions
for gifted students in their schools.

Principals were asked if they evaluated the progress of
gifted students. Eleven said yes and five said no. While
some do not evaluate progress at the elementary level there
is evaluation of projects and feedback to the student at the
junior and senior high school levels. The evaluations tend
to be Similar to that done for all students except that
there may be more verbal interaction with the student and
oral communication with parents.
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All principals believe that evaluation of gifted students is
necessary and all but one said it should be different from
the traditional approaches. It was agreed that there is a
place for traditional evaluation to take place but that
there should be additional evaluation which takes into
account the special abilities of these students. It was the
consensus of opinion that evaluation should be subjective
and specific to the task and there should be encouragement
of self-evaluation.

Only two principals affirmed that evaluation of their
program for the gifted is assessed. Crescent Heights High
School has an ongoing evaluation carried out through the
curriculum planning group. Most principals said they
informally inquire about the program and one said his
evaluation was rather subjective with no specific
instruments involved. Several principals inquired as to how
the evaluation process might be accomplished and said they
would like more information.

Question #11. Principals were asked if a definition of
gifted was in use and if so how it related to the previous
system definition and the new one?

Twelve principals said they have a written definition of
gifted and the rest use "a definition" though it is more or
less understood. Ten of the principals believe their
definition is identical or similar to the old system
definition and five align with the new one. One principal
said their school definition was very broad to account for
students gifted in a wide variety of areas but whose high
achievement might not be demonstrated in the grading
procedures. Some programs are actively _promoting
leadership, music, art, drama, and physical education.
Unfortunately while schools may have a definition, the
degree of use seems questionable and knowledge of the new
system definition is limited.

Question #12. _To _whatidegree_does _your school_provide to
Students-the opportunities suggested in the definition in
use (whether your own definition or the one advocated by the
school district)?

It was decided- by the interviewer to display the _current
system_definition and_ ask_the _principals to _tell_how the
opportunities in their school matched with_the encompassed
expectations. The answers ranged from "a_great extent" to
"minimal"; In analyzing the responses it was found that
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there is no way to generalize an answer to do justice to the
question.

Question #I3. What factors are facilitating success of the
provisions to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

Many factors were enumerated which contribute to the success
of the program. ThLe most ccnmon response referred to the
dedicated staff and the materials at EAS-G. It seems that
committed and enthusiastic people, whether resource
teachers; administrators, parents, or teacher6 have been
responsible for the program being carried forward. It seems
to take someone prepared to take a leadership role or the
program will falter. There was reference made to financial
resources which have provided for release time in-selvice,
resource teachers and special materials as contributing to
the Success also.

Question-#144- What factOrs are__itpeding success of the
provision to meet the needS of gifted and talented?

Once_again_there_were numerous factors_cited as responsible
for impeding_ the progress._ The most coMMOn category__ of
response referredto was "personnel"., iSbte wanted more
psychologists,,while, others_ thentiOned_the need_ for more
teachers,with knowledge Of the_giffed_and,talented, and some
were specific in needing tedthers with bilingual backgrounds
interested in working With the_gifted; In_some cases- lack
of finances was cited_ as the-problem but thia wae_oly_ to
PUrchase:the _services of qualified persotteL _materials;
etc. A lack_of support from the BOard_WaS__IiVen_as_a reason
because_the_philosophy_and allOdation_of resources does_not
always match the perceived:needd_And expertise 422 the school
staff and the parents. _Minor_ problems such as scheduling
and lack of informatiein abouf_students and special programs
were_ also__reasons __givenfor_ the lack tit pZemress in
prOViding for the gifted and talented.

Question_41-5-.- PrincipalO_Verd eSked if they had other
comments, or recommendationd.

This open-ended invitation produced a wide variety of
comments. The responses from all schools have been
summarized below except for the comments from two high
schools which are highlighted at the end.

There were several opposing views expressed by the school
principals. There are some who feel that needs of gifted
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children are best met in the regular classroom, while others
prefer a pull-out approach or some other organizational
pattern that segregates the children for special treatment.
One principal felt that all gifted children should attend
designated schools such as Oakley Centre. Some support
curricula that cater to the special needs of gifted children
and attend to special abilities and acquired knowledge,
while others say their staff do not want the children to
miss anything in their classroom and that if something is
provided it should be extra. Some are of the opinion that
EAS-G does not provide anything different than what is
needed in every classroom, while many feel that this support
service is nearly ideal. A few are of the opinion that
there is too much emphasis on the gifted and talented, while
a few others believe there is not enough. One principal
posited that the whole curriculum is in need of revision
because it is out of step with the child's developmental
stages.

Generally _the principals were supportive of efforts toi:help
meet the special needs of the gifted and talented children
but believe more should be:_done_. They_expressed_hope_ that
more will- be done- to help those children_gifted _in the
visual_and_performing_artsi such as providing the services
of_composers, professional artists, scientists, etc. as
consultants_to schools or as mentors for students and even
suggested providing a special school_such_as Oakley_Centre.
There-was also the Callfor- more resources and leadership
from the Board:andicentral adtinistration_and even the_ hope
that:Alberta_Education would_be more_supportive in terms of
specific_resource_allocations, There-is strong support for
longrange _planning by- the Hoard stating specifiC
expectations_in order to foster improvement in programs :for
the gifted rather than maintenance of_thestatus:quo There
is the feeling, from somei_thatinot_enough is being done for
the_ gifted_and that the system is merely giving token effort
rather than genuine support.

The_principal of_ Western Canada High -School expressed hiS
views about_the provisions for the gifted-and talented. He
noted that elitism is-an issue and that it not only_ affects
students but has_ implications for_the school_staff, This
school:uses a broad_definition of_gifted and offers_ many
aotivities_ in musici_ _drama, athletics; and academics
including_the_I,B,_program to meet_student needs. While he
believes in meeting the needs of all students, he expressed
some doubts about the ability to_do so given the resource
base and also _the fact: _that _there is in operation the
unwritten law of diminishing returns,
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Comments_made_by the principal of Alternative High School
also seemed to need emphasis. The students in this school
don't fit into the normal program for many different reasons
but only a limited number would be considered gifted. _There
is a modified curriculum and class attendance is flexible
which allows students to explore more of their interests at
their own pace. This school, which uses the community as a
resource, tries to be extra supportive of the students
through informality, treatment of students as equals,
casting every teacher in the role of counselor, and by
allowing the students to have a voice in the school
operation. There is a waiting list of students desiring this
type of school environment in order to stimulate learning.
One student with an I.Q. above 150 seemed to summarize the
student support when she said, "I love being here and I'm
learning and growing by leaps and bounds, which never
happened in the regular schools".
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3i INTERVIEWS WITH ITINERANT TEACHERS

Eight itinerant teachers (two from each area office of
EAS-G) were interviewed. There was a wide variety of
expertise and experience. Some_interviewees were in their
first year _as itinerant teachers while others had been
serving longer_. One teacher was also the psychologist and
counselor for gifted children. The following information is
organized by the responses to questions.

Question #1. What identification procedures are in use in
the schools?

The itinerant teachers said that as far as they knew there
were no written standardized procedures for identification
of gifted children distributed to all schools. At
orientation time recommendations are made that "collector
sheets" be used to compile the_information; that as many
sources of information as possible be used; thai'a checklists
on the nature of gifted and talented be used as a guide; and
that group test scores, individual psychological assessment
(WISCR)- scores, student interest inventories, art
portfolios, samples of student's work/ and teacher's
observations and comments all be part of the data upon which
a decision is made by the school resource group. It was
recognized that these procedures should be used consistently
by all schools but apparently this is not the case.

In answering the above question it was evident that many of
the recommended procedures were being used but not uniformly
across the district. It appears that parent1 input iS
prevalent and that classroom teachers often collaborate with
resource teachers before making a recommendation.

Question #2. Will the procedures used or recommended
identify all those targeted in the system?

The teachers were split on the answers to this question.
Three said_that the procedures used would identify all the
students for the program while five disagreed. When asked
if the recommended procedures would identify all the
targeted students once more three said yes and five said no.

Comments by the itinerant teachers shed some light on the
answers. There was the belief that the polltics of the
school would prevent any set of procedures from being
fool-proof. In addition it was believed that some students
are always likely to be missed, such as those in the
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performing and visual arts or some who are learning
disabled, because teachers involved in the identification
process are not sufficiently knowledgeable to catch everyone
who should qualify.

Question #3. Are the recommended identification procedures
educationally sound?

Of the eight itinerant teachers, six agreed that the
procedures were educationally sound while one disagreed and
the other was unsure.

The responses by the majority of these teachers relate
mostly to deficjencies in those performing the screening.
There is the belief that not enough psychologists rare
available to schools to perform the necessary specialized
testing. It was also recognized that error in
identification results when _some_school staff members are
not supportive of the program, that some teachers are not as
observant as_they might be, and that there are teachers who
do not comprehend the procedures but will not ask for
clarification because it reflects on their competence. It
was acknowledged that tests are not perfect and will miss
some students who should be included. It was generally
agreed that intensive in-service must be planned as part of
the implementation procedure.

Question_
expectations made
type of help
responsibilities,

Itinerant teachers were asIced about
of_them, who set the expedtationsi :the
they received td ftlfill their

and the adequacy of the help.

What are the expectations? Itinerant teachers believe they
are expected tei:

- act as consultants to parents,

- provide for student needs,

- help teachers prepare for gifted and talented
students,

- assist the resource teachers set up programs,

- produce units for the resource center,

- work with regular students,
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do_pUblic: .relations:_work: with _schools. _and be A
positive influence with principals and parents,

- solve_ any problem in the school connected with gifted
and talented,

= act as.a negotiator and advocate for both parents and
teachers,

- help individual students,

- team teach,

- be a partiCipant on committees,

- help develop awareness on the part of teachers
through in-service workshops,

- develop new curriculum units for schools,

- generally:be on call to provide assistance when and
where needed.

Expectations of the itinerant teachers are varied and come
from EAS-G, school principals, resource teachers, classroom
teachers and parents. These teachers are expected to
provide the services of EAS=G but the role is not well
defined and, when this is complicated by other demands, it
leaves them floundering, especially_at the beginning of the
year. As the school year progresses these teachers seem to
carve_out a place for themselves with which they are
comfortable and add responsibilities that are manageable. It
was noted by one individual that achieving credibility in
the eyes of the school is a real problem. And as one
teacher stated, "The system expects more work than I can
reasonably handle and so we just go around putting out
fires".

While not every expectation is felt by each itinerant
teacher, there are more diverse requests than can be
reasonably met. Unfortunately, the itinerant teachers feel
that they do not receive enough specific help to meet the
expectations and that they are, too often, left to their own
resourcefulness to meet the demands. What seemed to be even
more regrettable is the admission by these special teachers
that they often feel inadequate and become discouraged.
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Question_46 Itinerant teachers were asked to identify the
expectations they had for themselves and the type of help
received to meet these expectations.

In almost every instance these teachers expressed the
expectation of helping the teachers by achieving a realistic
view of the gifted child in relation to the total
educational pattern. They want to be a positive influence
on the teachers by gaining understanding of the best methods
of teaching gifted and sharing this with teachers, students
and parents. They want to keep growing professionally, act
responsibly in their positions, and provide a vision of
educating the gifted which wilI help teachers go bnyond the
day-to-day routine. Itinerant teachers want to make a
difference in the lives of the gifted students hy
influencing the actions of classroom teachers.

Expressing how they obtain help to meet expectations
received little elaboration. It seems that most of this
group feel they are left to their own devices. However
gratitude was expressed, on several occasions, for the help
of dedicated staff members and the supervisor.

Question #7. Itinerant teachers were asked -about- the
existing structure or procedures for _evaluating :gifted
student oUtcomes and :evaluating school and district
provisions for gifted children;

Seven of the eight_teachers interviewed believe there_are no
existing structures for evaluating gifted stUdent _outcomes.
While one teacher was not suree she reasoned that there must
be something.

Some:specific_questions were_asked about evaluation; All
teachers believe that student evaluation is necessary but
they are unsure of what form _would_be_ best. While all
teachers favor long term evaluation of_students_to determine
the lasting_ benefits, _once again it -was the:_unanimous
opinion that no device_is:in place for this._:As_to _whether
school andisystem_evaluation procedures for gifted _children
existi_most teachers_ said "no" and_ the remainder were
uncertain; When_ asked if the personnel delivering,
administering or providing _services for the_ gifted were
evaluated, the response was divided. It was the opinion of
this group that all staff are evaluated in_some waylaut thit
may not be speCifiC to the programs forigifted childreni_yet
it appears _that EAS-G staff, itinerant teachers,
consultants, and staff at Oakley Centre are evaluated
annually;
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Question #8. What factors are facilitating the success of
the provisions to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

Many contributors were cited as being beneficial to the
success thus far experienced. There have been grants from
Alberta Education to initiate certain aspects of the
program. There are numerous resources available, especially
the library facilities at EAS-G. Resource teachers and
release time for classroom teachers by providing substitute
teachers were mentioned several times. The quality and
balance1 in expertise of the EAS-G staff was viewed as a
strength. There is sufficient latitude in the job
descriptions of the consultents to provide flexibility in
meeting student needs. The in-service sessions have been of
benefit even though much more could be done. In some ways
the organization into areas has been of benefit because it
has involved more people but this was also seen as a
detriment by others. Some felt that support from student
services was a contributing factor but the reverse opinion
was also expressed. The counseling work done by Janet
MacKenzie was viewed as a benefit which led to the request
for more of this type of service.

Question #9. What factors are impeding success of the
provision to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

While many elements seem to be operating against the
program, the most detrimental one appears1 to 1be1 the amount
of support, both psychologically and physically. Some
principals and other administrators appear disinterested,
while_those more enthusiastic impose their desires for the
program_ on disinterested or philosophically uncommitted
teachers. There is definitely the feeling that more money
is needed to provide personnel and material resources,
including more itinerant teachers 1or specialists to provide
assistance. There_was some question as to the effectiveness
of the EAS=G Staff but whether this is due to time,
resources or expertise is uncertain. There is the general
belief that the goals of this program are not well
communicated to the schools, resulting in a lack of
understanding as to what is expected. There are also many
who are more sympathetic to 1thcneedsofleariiing disabled
youngsters than to those who have ample ability, whether
readily apparent or not, and the feeling that the demands
for curriculum differentiation exceed teacher understanding
in most cases.
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Question #l0. Teachers were asked if they had additional
comments or recommendations.

Thip opportunity to expand on what had already been Said
stimulated numerous additional ofttitents about the program,
including the_obscrvationt_and 'opinions of_these teachers;
It_appears :that the_ organizational pattern is_ viewed as
rather_complex__WhiCh interferes with communication; The
itinerant teachers_ are not_ welcome in the school unless
invited, causing some discomfort when there is a _perceived
need,that,cannot be addressed. This feeling of_not
control is further complicated when a- prOjedt is_begun but
not completed and there it no feedback -as to the success;
Often-times communidatitin betWeen the itinerant teacher and
the classroom teacher is thwarted because the message must
bei_filtered_through_a _principal and consultant; The
itinerant teachers seem to believe that classroom teachers
need more helvbut either do not ask for it or cannot -get
the request through the system and thiS results in_a fedlin4
of helplessness. ThiS id .:00tplidated even_ more by the
seeming lack_ Of :ditedtiOn _due to the dearth of policy
statements, role definition and goal setting at all levels;

Itinerant teachers are generally_supportive of_the intent of
the program and the efforts of the_EAS,G adtatistratOrd_ and
have even observed the effect Of their effortit catty over_ to
other classes, but expressed Sbme Concerns; The _program
generally seems to -be_meeting only _the cognitive needs of
students_and_negledts_many_of_the affective needs; Children
gifted_in the_visual_and _performing arts are not adequately
accommodated and it was suggested that there be sote_speoial
provision_made for these children such at a piai=out to
central location on_a limited_batits. It vas dUggested that
the program could be more effective_ if_a combination _of
approaches were 'used, such as mentors, pull-out and
enrichtent____appIied_ to those situations where the
circumdtances _warrant; Occasionally classroom teachers
k-equest_that the,E4$-G provide core curriculum teaChing
vhich,is,not their mandate, or even initiate and:_itplement
the entire_program. Often there iiit_the ekpectation of far
more_assistance than:Ca-hi or_even_should, be provided; One
teacher:suggested that the teachers from an area; or even
the whole city, be_brought_ together_ more often for sharing
sessions_to explore teaching ideas and_work_out a system t-0
deal with_common concerns. _There is defihitely_a_heed fdit
more in-service guidance of tea-cher:4 and adkinistrators and
the feeling that_ tOrdi dpportthities need to exist for
specialized university training;

Overall the itinerant teachers were quite_happy_with their
work but several expressed the thought that they had
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received insufficient preparation for their present
position. Explicit expectations and program goals were not
provided_in the beginning nor was there an explanation of
how to address many of the common situations._ While some
teams seem to working cooperatively, there_was noticeable
dissension in some areas which reduced effectiveness. One
teacher said she would like to have more feedback about her
performance and this seemed to be the opinion of others
though it was not specifically stated.
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INTERVIEWS with SCHOOL STAFF MEMBERS

There were twenty-eight staff members interviewed from
nineteen schools, all of whom were involved in teaching the
gifted on a regular basis. The group consisted of regular
classroom teachers, resource teachers/ librarians,
counselors, curriculum specialists, bilingual teachers, and
one I.B. Coordinator. Some interviews were incomplete
because the individual did not have adequate knowledge of
the information required or there was not enough time to
adequately answer the question because of other commitments.
This means that the number of people answering each question
does not always total twenty-eight.

Question #1. Is a school program provided for each student
identified?

Of the twenty-five responses received, twenty-three said
that a program is provided for each student identified. The
quality of program becomes the main issue in this case and
it was evident from the explanations that this is open to
debate. A number of teachers are not providing anything
different than what is normally given to all students, while
in other schools there are definite programs organized and
monitored to help these studentsi It was also interesting
to note the variety of identification procedures outlined by
the staff members, leaving open the question of whether the
provisions meet the needs of those identified. One who
responded negatively to this question cited lack of
administrative support as the reason and the other said the
school was providing ample choice of subjects to meet the
needs of every student.

Question #2. What type of program is provided?

The type of program varies with the number of students in a
school and also with the circumstances, i.e. some schools
offer only one and others have more than one organizational
pattern. Twenty said they offered in-class instruction for
the gifted. Four organize students into clusters. 1Eighteen
said they had some type of pull-out approach. Nine have
some cross-grading arrangement. The instructional staff
carry out many different teaching functions under these
various organizational arrangements as they endeavor to meet
the needs of the students identified as gifted.
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Question #3. What are the identification procedures used in
your school and who implements them?

The_information received_inithese interviews was similar to
that provided by the principals. Teacher observation and
recommendation_is responsible forithe_majority of _referral6
to_programs_for the gifted_. This_results_in_ a number of
inconsistencies_ in _the identification procedure due _to
teacher understanding and competence; Of worthy note is the
fact that the_ WISC712 score_used for_selection varies from
120 to 130 depending on the_ school. Some schools use
rigorous identification procedures while others are _more
14X. _The interviewersiwere _informed that_EAS-G had put . on
inservice:sessions but :there_were- several comments about
poor organization and little benefit being derived. Once
more there was evidence of _assorted identification
procedures and inconsistency of application;

Question #4. Do iyou 'believe the: procedures: used are
completeienough to identify all of the gifted and talented
students?

Seven teachers thought the procedures used in identification
are complete enough to identify all gifted and talented
students but the remaining teachers answered negatively.

Those_who believe the procedures are inadequate provided
many_reasonsa_ They think__ there_are many underachievers
missed_in_the identification_process_and students who do not
!!fit the_mold'% such_as _those from another culture; There
are few_procedures appropriate to identify_those gifted_:in
the visual_and_performing arts. There is the feeling_ that
the screeninc, instruments-used are inadequate and that the
staff_are not: sufficiently knowledgeable _to_make accurate
judgements which results in considerable variance.

Those who_believe the procedures are adequate_do_not _deny
some of the_problems outlined by others. Yet they believe
that no methodis_ entirely_fool7proof and that, teacher
judgement is more_ accurateithan_anything _else. They_ also
are of the opinion that a high percentage are identified and
that no more could be accommodated anyway;

Question #5. Are there studentE, who are falsely included as
being gifted and '.:alented?

Only three teachers said there were students falsely
included. There seems to have been at least one student who
was retested with the results showing he had been included
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in the program in error. It was noted that there are
several "running mates" iu the program, referring to
students who are not gifted but who are included in the
program.

Question #6. School 1Stãff were asked if they know the
system definition of gifted and if the procedures used would
identify all of the gifted in the system?

Twenty=five of the school staff members interviewed said
they know_the system definition of gifted and the remaining
three said they did not. Only five of_this group thought
the procedures used would actually identify all of the
targeted students. The main reason given for the procedures
not being effective is the lack of adequate means to select
those gifted in visual and performing arts.

.01101estleomv -#7; Art the _identifidatiOn procedures
educationally sound, effectitte and efficient?

It must be _noted___that because there are no identical
procedures _f011OWed_ by everyone,:it is diffiCult :t0
generalize_the answer_to this question. Nearly all_Of the
school___staff believe the identifiCatiOn procedures are
educationally sound, Whereas_ eighteen _Said__ they were
effective and eleveh_Opihed that they are_economic_in terms
of timet_withthe Sake number_saying the procedures are not

W1SC-R is_ the test-most common_ to _all
identification_settings _and while a single_ admihiStratioh
does_not take_too much,-time, the procedure iti_lengthy__Iwhen
several_students are involved. When the:tillie tb:_administer
the_individual intelligence teSt iS_COMbined with the_ few
eligible people employed fbt that piarposei one can __perceive
why:school_personnel_bedote fruStrated,with the amount of
waiting :time_ cOnsumed _in this _process, It was also
mentioned_by_this_group of teachers that the reOUltS coUld
only_bd_ad accurate_as,,the_competence of-th0Se_involved in
tiSing _the outlined procedures and_this seems_ te) be
questioned; There was strohq SuppOrt for the development_of
a more efficient set Of prodeddres which everyone would
follow.

Question 48_;_ :School staff_members:Were_asked to comment on
what,they are_ expected tO prbVide for _the gifted _and
talented, what 1fisSistahde is given to meet_ these
expectations,ladditional assistance needed and where it
might be obtained.
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Identification

The expectations of what the school staff members should be
doing were many and varied, depending upon their situation.
Some of the most frequently expressed expectations are:

make_classroom observations and recommend students
for the program,

- be available for cooperative teaching of a l
students,

- coordinate the identification process in conjunction
with classroom teachers and resource teacher,

- be knowledgeable about gifted and talented,

- facilitate and coordinate the identification process,

- follow the procedures outlined,

- identify aIl students,

- coordinate the identification process, write
referrals for assessment, and participate in the
final selection

- be positive and supportive, and

- be aware of the nature of gifted and talented.

The above expectations come from a limited number of sources
according to the respondents. They -are1 either given
explicit directions from the principal about what is
expected or they sense the expectation and attribute it to
the system or parents. At times the expectations originate
with the staff member.

In most cases little_help was-provided_directly to:the staff
metber. They:often said no_help_ was:provided and_it_was up
td_them_to_find ways to perform their_duties;_ The help of
EAS-G_was_often cited but severaI_times it_was_foIlowed by
the comment_that this source ofhelp was inadequate; This
was especially true for exceptional settings such as
bilingual programs. Unfortunately there were many
complaints about_insufficient help:bUt few positive specifid
suggestions aboUt What more could be done.
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Developing,_Ditterentiating, and Implementing Curricula

Almost all the expectations in 1thisareadealwith meeting
the needs of the students. The teachers are expected to
develop curricula that will_challenge students, which means
meeting the various needs of gifted and talented students.
In some_cases this means adapting the existing curriculum
and_at other times it means developing a new one. These
teachers are often asked to be a resource person for other
teachers, which implies an expectation of special knowledge
about the gifted and talented and their needs at various
developmental stages. There is also the expectation, though
seldom explicitly stated, that these staff members should be
familiar with a variety of resource materials or be able to
develop them. These expectations are often attributed to
parents and come by way of the principal.

It seems that the school staff 1areoften left on their own
initiative to differentiate and implement the curriculum.
Once again they give credit to the EAS-G staff and the
resource library for assistance and it seems that the help
received is usually evaluated as adequate There were some
complaints that EAS-G staff are unanr to give proper
assistance but this was usually in speclalized programs.

Assessing Student Progress

The school staff believe that little more is expected for
gifted children than is expected for ail students in the
school, i.e. the progress of these students must be
evaluated and reported. Nearly half of this group said
there are no expectations with regard to assessing student
progress. The teachers try to evaluate the progress of
gifted students in the special instruction settings but
little, if any, help is provided to carry out this function.
Some teachers make anecdotal records, some try to make
comments about progress as feedback_to students and parents,
some provide a report card mark, and some do little more
than make oral comments to the student. Consistently the
interviewers received the answer that no help is provided in
this area.

Reporting Student Progress and Communicating_with_Parents

It was_ evident that few teachers feel that any special
expectations are required of them in this aspect of the
instructional process. In some cases the administration has
requested that interviews be held with parents or that a
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special reporting system be implemented for parents of the
gifted, such as the one at Crescent Heights High School
where student progress must be reported three times a year.
Some teachers spend considerable time in informal
discussions with parents of the gifted, especially at the
beginning of the program. Some teachers, on their own, have
decided to make special provisions such as writing a
newsletter to all parents explaining what is being done but
this is the exception rather than the rule.

In-service Education

Eleven Of the teadherd_daid there_Are Aio expectations_ of
them to attend in-service sessions but the rest _felt
2ifferently.__It seems that there are_a number of in-service
sessions_offered within the_district such_as those_at EAS-G,
library services, resource teacher network, and other groups
within the_Calgary Board_of Education system. Teachers do
feel an expectatiow_to_attend these_sessions_to become more
knowledgeable in their area but some_attend _because_the
expectation_is_more_formalized._ Most teachers are released
from_class through_substitute_teacher arrangements in order
to attend inservice; Reactions as to the adequacy of_ the
in-service is diverse ranging from Ha waste of time" to
"excellent".

Other Expectations

Expectations come_ from different sources. Some studPnts
expect-more challenging work ithan they _receive _in the
regular class, while others want-less structure which_iwould
allow more .opportunity .to_be With classmates having_ similar
abilities and interestsj_and some...just_want extracurricular
activity. Some_ _classroom__ teachers _expect overall
performance to_be-improvedi_ especially with those _labelled
as "underachievers". Parents want the needs of their child
to be met_academically as_well_as_sociallyiand_emotionally.
Overall_itiseems ._that_students_and. _parents want_ something
different in.classrooms for the gifted than would normally
occur in regular classrooms;

Question #9. School staff members -were_asked-t0_ identify
the expeOtatiOnsi they had:for themselves as well as the type
and adequacy Of help received to meet these expectations.

Almost all of_this group expressed a desire to help the
gifted students by becoming more knowledgeable about them
individually and as a classified group. They want to make
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school interesting and challenging for each child by using
relevant materials and teaching methods. These teachers want
to let the students know that someone cares about their
success And overall development. There is an intense desire
to make sure that all gifted students are identified and
given appropriate opportunities. The expectations might
well be summed up by one teacher who Said, "I want to be
open-minded, trustworthy, patient and consistent in working
with these students who have exceptional ability ".

Help to meet the expectations of the school staff comes from
A number of sources. The principal's suppàrt was often
cited as beneficial either by providing encouragement or
giving financial aid for release time in-service or for
purchase of materials. The work of the EAS-G staff was
given credit for much help with program development ideas.
While the teacherS gave appreciation for the help received,
they often expressed a desire for something more but there
is uncertainty on their part as to what it is they need.

VPstion #10. School staff members were aSked to comment on
the evaluation of gifted Students and evaluation of
provisions for gifted Students in the schools.

Fifteen teachers said they evaluate the progress of the
gifted students and eight said they did not, but all
teachers said evaluation of these students is necessary.
Evaluations vary from informal obServations by the teacher
in both the cognitive and affective domains to
self-evaluation on the part of the students. This area is
not well defined allowing some teachers to evaluate the
studentS against what the teacher believes the student
Should achieve, while other teachers compare one student's
achievement with that of the others in the program.

All but two of the teachers said that evaluation of the
gifted should be different from the traditional evaluation
procedured. It was expressed that we should be less
concerned with the content and more with the process,
methods and skills of the learner. There was the feeling
that evaluation for these students should be broader and in
more depth than for the regular student. This evaluation
should be ongoing and involve the stude n. n the process.
It iS not enough to give a mark but t. _e needs to be
greater feedback as to adequacy of the achievement. There
needs_to be an emphasis on allowing the student to perform
for an audience rather than just provide a grade. It was
generally agreed that the reporting procedure for the
regular student does not do justice to the gifted and
talented.
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Only two teachers said that programs for the gifted were
evaluated. Crescent Heights High School has forms for
Studentd, teachers, and parents to evaluate the program. In
the other instance, the program is evaluated informally by
the School Resource Group. Some teachers noted that there
is informal discussion about the program and its strengths
and weaknesses.

Question #11. Does your school have or make use of a
written definition of gifted?

In answer to this question, twenty-two said they used a
definition and nineteen of this number said it was similar
to the old system definition. The remainder answered no or
were uncertain. Western Canada High School uses a broad
definition based on Renzulli's proposals since it seems to
allow for the I.B. program and Ipther activities in the
school which would benefit the gilited. Crescent Heights
High School has modified the system definition so that they
can ensure a certain academic ability for some classes. One
school uses the Alberta Education Task Force definition and
another school ill in the process of developing their own
definition in line with their school philosophy.

Question_412- To what degree does your school provide to
students the opportunities suggested in the definition in
use (whether your own or the one advocated by the school
district)?

CreScent Heights believe they maximize the opportunities
suggested by the definition of gifted, while the remainder
of the schools seem to vary from "minimal" to "a high
degree". The variance depends on the situation as some
schools do very well in one subject area like Science but
poorly otherwise, while other schools provide great latitude
for student choice which they feel provides a myriad of
opportunities.

Question #13. What factors are facilitating success of the
provisions to meet the needs of the gifted and talented?

There_are_numerous factors which_seem to_aid_the success of
provisions for the gifteth EAS-G- was once again _frequently
given accolades for their in-service work, especially when
it involved allowing for a_substitute teacher so the teacher
of the gifted-could_go_ito:the EAS-G_offices_to_receiVe
inStrUCtien and:peruse materialsi The EASG staff were also
praised for their willingness to provide information over
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the telephone when teachers need help. A school
administration and cooperative teachers open to novel ideas,
both giving support to flexibility in timetabling for
different experiences, seems to be a_ must for success.
Positive teacher attitude and commitment are also important,
as is surport from parents. Curriculum planning teams that
want to try new ideas and are open to student input are also
beneficial. The need for ample materials and support from
resource teacherS and librarians seems to give a boost to
the program also. While the statements have been grouped
into theed broad categories, it should be acknowledged that
there were many specific comments.

Question #14. What factors arelimpeding success of the
provision to meet the needs of gifted and talented?

The SCh0Ol_Staff_metbers interviewed_gave many reasons why
programs:for the gifted_ andtalented are_ not_ progressing
more_rapidly._ Most frequently cited was the-tithe reqUited
to_carry,out all of the duties and responSibilitida of_beitig
a teacher,in_the regular classroom which_detracted_from the
time to think, plan and implement_quality_programs,for the
gifted. There are maay_children_needing special _attention
and parental:_pressure is, great_sothat the needs of the
gifted_sometimes_dwindle_in_importance; The lack Ofl Space
designated_for the the, gifted along with_special taterialit
and_other resources has a dampening effect upon enthusiaSt.
An attitude in_the_school that the:core_curriculum_must be
delivered first and that anything_else is extra,reducesthe
emphasis on_programs_for gifted students. The sheer size of
classes, bOth_regular_ classes and classes _for_the _gifted,
reduCeS the_ effectiveness ,of_ teachers and _when thiS--iS
Coupled with a_lack of teacher_aides_the_task Of::prOViding
for the gifted seems impossible. Negative_:attitude and
support from the_administration _is_detrimental_to programs
for the- gifted but _sometimes this_can be traced to the
community-also. :Finally thel:e was some suggestion_that _the
staff at_EAS=G _had more to do_than they_could_handle which
had an affect upon the professional development of teachers
in the schools;

Question #15. SChbol staff were asked if they had other
comments or recommendations.

Thia_unfOrtunately became_an_opportunity to express-all -the
negative feelings that seemed to be bottled:Up itb_that there
were fevipositive _suggestions._ There: it_the feelingthat
EAS-G could do_ much More but are not in touch_with what is
happening in the classroom; One recommendation that seems
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worthwhile considering is that there be someone with
expertise in bilingual programs added to the EAS-G staff and
that more appropriate materials applicable to schools with
bilingual programs be purchased.

There is a feeling that the school board and administration
as well as Alberta Education are not behind programs for the
gifted. Many are of the opinion that the emphasis in
special education is on those with learning disabilities,
not on those with exceptional ability at the other end of
the scale._ This comes out in expressions that the resources
are limited to provide adequate professional development and
extra teachers and materials for the gifted. There is
definitely the feeling of need for more counselling time to
help these students adjust to their special gifts and the
need for more psychologists' tine to carry on the
identification procedure. There is a strong belief that
gifted students need attention whether it is done in regular
classrooms or in a special school and that the resources of
time, personnel and whatever else is necessary should be
allotted to address the problem.
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5. INTERVIEWS with STUDENTS

From the nineteen schools in the sample, forty-six = students
were selected to be interviewed. The following table shows
the distribution by grade.

GRADE NUMBER

3 6

4 2

5 6

6 a

7 3

8 6

9 8

10

11 3

12 3

Students were interviewed1 in order to determine their
insights into the programs being offered and also to see how
they would respond to some of the questions asked of
teacherS, administrators and consultants. It was hoped that
by sampling student opinion more information might be
obtained that would help to evaluate the adequacy of
provisions for the gifted and talented students within the
Calgary Board of Education system. Program descriptions are
a combination of teacher, principal and student information.
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Question-4a. Students were asked to rate themselves on
creativity, ability to think, performance ih school, visual
and performing arts, and performance in their best academic
Subject.

The following tables. show the self-rating of students.
Table #2 shows how students rated themselves when given
forced choice situations. Tables #3 and #4 are a summary of
the "free response" answers given when students were asked
to list their talents and best liked subjects respectively.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Not Sure

Table 2

Student Self-Rating

Creativity Ability
think

Performance
in school

Visual or
lerforming arts

Performance in
best subject

1
38

_tip

15 24 8

26 24 11 16 5

10 3 7 9 3

3 4 4 6 0

1 0 0 7*

* Students said they didn't have ability in this area.
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Table 3

Breakdown of Kinds of Arts

15 = piano

6 - drawing or art

4 - singing

4 = recorder

4 = dancing

3 - drama

2 - guitar

Table 4

2 - organ

2 - public speaking

1 = flute

- bassoon

1 - trumpet

1 - writing

Best Subject

26 - math

5 = language arts

5 - English

3 - science

2 - French

2 = social studies

2 = all of subjects

- drama

1 - art

1 - physics

- reading

1 - computer

Question # . Students were asked to describe what they
in school.

The responses are categorized by type of school, i.e.
elementary, junior high, and senior high and are intended to
provide only a sample of the type of activities available.

Elementary School

In five of the eleven elementary schools the students did
not think there was anything different being done and this
was confirmed by the teacher interviews. In one of the
schools the teacher said she tried to take the ability of
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the children into account by letting them delve_more:_deeply
into the subject_Matter.: One_student_said_he found it hard
to concentrate in class because it was boring and then when
ht_tiraS asked_aiquestion he didn't_know the answer because he
had been thinking of something else;_ Similar answers were
given by other students in the elementary schools.

In one school onlyitwo grade five_students_were identified;
One student is a:ChineSe:.boy _in a_bilingual program who is
teaching_an Englishspeaking boy Chinese while his companion
ip:turri tUtors_him_in English; One, boy spends most of his
math time on the computer or_in independent math study, haS
done_a _unit on creative writing; has taught: StUdehtS ih
grades_ three:and five how to,:write more descriptivelyi and
has also studied gramMar. _Some other activities include
independent study Of: mathi_critical thinking activities and
developing computer techniques;

In another school there are many different activitieS. One
student went_on a field trip to see an author and.iVent tb
the_art_gallery,with the resource teacher. One stUdeht: Was
on a creative writing project in_which the story was written
with illustrations and then dramatized: for_an audience; A
third student _Was taught _about writing and_ required to
complete two independent research projects_ which had to
inclUde an outlinei_written_ report; bibliograply; and _at
oral_report; Anotherstudent was engaged_in _a iretearCh
project on organ transplants and_ as part_ of the_data
gathering visited the U. of_ C. medical school_to interview
various doctors and technicians. Another student; involved
in, a three=month _pull7out; _attended a young writer's
conference tbLpresent_a:workshop on a research model he had
develOped _Which : provided a step-by-step method of
researching a topic and writing a report.

Another school had an "artist in residence" who came to the
school twice a 'week for ten sessions. The student on the
program developed a mural for the school. This same girl
participated in the Science Fair with an experiment on
giirWls which won a First Place award.

One elementary school had fifteen students meeting twice a
week discussing topics of a philosophical nature designed to
develop intellectual insights. While the students completed
many worksheets the final product was the development of a
"trivial pursuit" game.

In another school students are involved mostly in
independent studies. Students have studied famous people
like Mozart and one student produced a filmstrip on Marie
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Curie. In addition, the students have been involved
projects designed to develop critical thinking.

In another elementary school the children worked on a unit
designed by EAS-G staff. The unit was about space so the
students went to the planetarium to learn about
astrophysics, space, and the solar system. One student
wrote a report on space communities and made a model of a
space community. There have also been projects on many
other topics in which the students write and illustrate
reports and even make three dimensional models of various
types.

Junior High School _

In the junior high schools, students are involved in several
types of projects. In one school there was a ten week
course on thinking ability. In another school the students
worked on individual projects, engaging in such activities
as: a report fincluding original examples) of origami;
visiting a magazine publisher and developing a magazinG
complete with advertising, lay-outl and printing; developing
computer programs; visiting a ranch; visiting a city council
meeting and then, in class, acting out the roles based on a
current issue; completion of a speed-reading course;
leakning about and reporting on a project in New York City
called "Children for Children", which involved raising funds
for starving children in Ethiopia; and many other projects
of this nature. In one school, some students were working
on logic units, some were involved in science olympic8 and
attended an inventors conference, but many were not doing
anything different from the rest of the students.

In the elementary-junior high school, there was mostly
enrichment being offered. There was an option called
"Lifetime Activities" to provide extra stimulus to selected
students in such areas as sports, chess, choir, science
fair, etc. Ond student developed a grammar game to teach
other students. There was encouragement to read in greater
depth on topics and write reports that were supposedly more
sophisticated than would ordinarily be expected. A
mathematics teacher devised some special enrichment
questions and students were given a certain percentage
toward their grade for completing them. One student in the
elementary school had developed a whole newspaper while the
lass was engaged in writing one article and in the junior
igh one student had read books and made a comparison of the

.uthors.
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High_School

Crescent Heights High SChOol_USed _a_ptilI=Out system _for
their gifted _students. Eadh_dtudent_ completed a major
project:and a minor: project and there were some other
activities such _as discussions; _a public speaking course
(presented_ by EAS=G), video-taping, etc One :StUdent
interviewed had completed a review of John MOlt-On and given
an oral report. Another OtUdent_had_StUdied the_ left=right
brain writing_ process and _presented_a dap4ong_course to
junior high students :Another student had completed a study
Of the_use_of :lasers_in_medicine. One student had done a
"Lerd_Of the Rings". archeological study and made_predictiong
Of What might be found in that society based on the Writings
of_the Yet another student _was in the process_ of
writii l fGr a contest fOr teen=agers in:New Yorl
There irently many very interesting activities which
the a 611rid dtitulating as participants and as
a:Ident

Westerv_ !ada Mig;, School challenges the gifted through the
I.B. proqrm. iinst students take I.B. courses in the core
academic stAbjects of math, biology, chemistry, English,
French, history, phytics, and social studies. The students
interviewed seemed to find the course work full of detail,
more depth and taxing due to the amount of homework
required.

Question #3. Benefits -Of the pitigkatili

Students were: _aSked:_What_. they gained from the various
programs in the cognitive area _or what_they learned. Many
studehts:gava more_than one response and often the_responSeS
were similar to others..__The responses are as follOWs (as
close to quotes as possible):

- learned more:
= learned_new things__
- could get out of_regular class
- improved thinking skills
- makes you_think more
- gotito choose own topios
- like to make final prOdtot
- can be morw:creative
= learnedLto:do better research
- missed boring classes
- got to meet new people
- made new friends
- get to_do more interesting thingS
- learned debate skillS
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- learned about computers
- expanded both knowledge and interests
- lot more challenging
- improved in oral expression
- I.B. program a definite advantage for university
- opportunity to share and exchange ideas with others
- good learning atmosphere
- more useful; application of knowledge to other
situations

= learn more autonomously
- stimulating
- parents get to see the work
- better prepared for final exams
- helped in attitude toward school in general
- fun
- work in creative thinking.

Students were also_asked to tell the benefits which seemed
to_accrue in the affective area or how it made them feel as
a person; The responses are as follows (as close to quotes
as possible):

- improved confidence in myself (over half Of the
students gave this response in some way)

- get_away_form_boring subjects
- make better use of time
- more of an individual now; not following the crowd
- learned to understand myself better
= I enjoy school more _

- metiinteresting_people_who are exciting to be around
= desire_to do_more in school_
- get_along better_with others
- teachers acknowledge our real accomplishments
- less of a loner nowi_positive support helped
- realize strengths and_weaknesses in myself and others
- more freedom in sChool; I can do what I like tei dO
- others like me more.

The students interviewed seemed to have a positive
self-concept. Some expressed directly that they were more
contented and had more pride in themselves while others
seemed to give this impression in numerous ways. One
student said, "I like myself and what I am capable of
doing". Other students through various expressions said
they were much happier.
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Question #4. What are the disadvantages of the program?

The comments in this area were given after much thought on
the part of the students. As part of this dame queStion,
students were asked their expectationS of this program And
then were asked what they would like to do. Many responses
were the same or similar and of _course many students gave
more than one response. Representative comments received
were (as close to quotes as possible):

- none ( over half the students gave this type of
response)

- teasing
- have to catch-up on regular class work that is missed
- miss classes that I like
- get behind in regular work
= can't read as much as I would like to
- a lot of pressure
- time consuming
- program is not well organized; Sometimet a lot of
work and at other times no work

= there_are others who don't understand why they are in
the class in the first place

- get put down by students who have better marks but
aren't in the PRP class

- regular class kids expect you to help them
- treated differently
- don't get to work with regular classmates buv_ thTt's

not always Jed
= sometimes when I miss regular classes, I miss things
that I should know.

The students ware aSked to tell what they expected to be
doing in such a program. Some were not doing anything
differently than the rest of the students in the classes
even though they were identified as being gifted and these
students were asked what they would like to be doing
differently. The responses of the students are as follows
(as close to quotes as possible):

= like more math
- like special projects
- more thinking exercises
- more computer time
- like exactly what We are doing
- like to have a regular written report
= like to work on research projects
- expected it would be fun and there would be more
language arts

- expected to be able to draw; have more philosophy or
more discussions
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- wish we had extra activities
- ekpected to work on clay models
eYpected it to be a serious program, and it isnvt

- expected lots of work
- expected to work and to learn more
- expected to be allowed to work at my own speed and
not be held back

- hoped for more difficult opportunities in science and
math

- school system, CBE, and Alberta Ed. are way behind in
this area

- expected lots of essays and reports
- would like to play badminton
- would like to choose what I do
- expected it to be harder than regular classes
- am doing more than I expected.

As part of this question, students were also asked to tell
their needs or what they wanted to hay, in a special school
program to help them. The responses of the students are as
follows (as close to quotes as possible):

- need to be challenged a lot more
need_time to do work

= teachers who can hlp
- quiet_class to work in
- need more friends
- to know that I can do good things
- teachers who_are nice and respect me
- more challenge in French
- creative needs are not being met
= WS the same work every year, just advances a bit
- need enough to_ keep busy
- need to get good marks
- just need the regular program
- need interesting classes
- to be allowed to express:.or_discuss ideas more openly
- need to:put brain to:work more
- more math and corputing science
- need teachers wi encourage me to ask and answer
questions

- to be with kids of my own ability that I can relate
to

- improve in spelling__
- better reading opportunities
- need more supportive family
- not articulate enoughi_need to express myself more
- to express_ myself_creatively
- teachers shouldn't go overboard in their expectations
of students
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- teachers I can relate to
- less review
- need to learn new things
- need music to listen to.

Questinn HC4 do you like the program?

Students were allowed a forced three choice response to this
question, "a lot", "average", or "so so". Twenty-nine said
they liked the _program a lot, twt, said it was between
average and a lot, twelve said average and the three
remaining were not sure

Students were asked to tell what they liked about the
program and what they disliked. The responzes are listed
below.

Likes
= special projedt6
- getting compliments from others
- to challenge myself to find out new things
- to show people what I have done
- everything
- discussions
- meet a lot of kids
- working with others
- computers
- units on logic
- nice teachers who give us breaks
- being with my friends
- intellectual challenge
- teachers who will help
= like program because it is more interesting and fun
- freedom to do different things
- enrichment teacher to challenge me
- openness
- liked inventors and inventions conference and helping
to organize it

= it's fun to learn
- playground
- free time to play on games board
- report cards
- to do extrc. things
- learn things that will help future education
- not being bored
- art gallery
- student council
- being involved as Ch.Lnese tutor
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Dislikes
- none
- teacher lectures a lot
- writing reports
- worried that I won't get finished a particular
project

- worried that I won't do a good enough job
- homework
- have to go when I don't want to
- unit on logic
= debates
- French

Loo ruch pressure, too demanding, takes too much time
- phould La a lot more in the program
- tests that categor:ze us
- not being accepted by other students
- subjects for mini project
= ar the puddles in the playground
- don't like it when teachers get mad when students
don't understand what the teacher is saying

- pressure of doing things I don't want to do
- regular teachers expect more of us
- having to catch up on_work missed
- miss math which I really like
- some prejudice because I am Vietnamese
- some students and teachers
- some teachers because work is too easy

Question #6. Students were asked if1 they knew of other
students who should be in the program but weren't and also
if there were students who shouldn't be in the program.

In answer to this question, twenty-two said they thought
there were other students who should be included, Seven were
unsure and the remaining students said they could not think
of anyone who should be included. There were eight students
who thought some students shouldn't be in the program,
seventeen said all the students they knew should be included
and one student was not sure. One student observed that
some are indeed Wted but they often use this as an excuse
not to do anything in class.

Question #7. Students were asked how their progress is
grad,1A-1717-enrichment classes and to comment or how they
thought grading might be improved.

Nearly a quarter of those interviewed said there were no
grades given and the rest had a variety of answers. Some
receive the regular grading and report card while a few
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receive the regular report card and also have _a _:ijecial
sheet or comments about the projects; A number of students
have the regular report card and verbal feedback on their
enrichment_projects. One said he was graded according to
achievement-as-decided by himself and the teacher._ Some
students said they_are judged on capability:and effort.: One
student sa-A she received bonus points_for doing additional
questions. Some are evaluated by other students but not all
of the time; The I.S. program students are a special
report card and there are a few students ce).c sd they were
not sure hcw e grading was done.

In_responding about _how the grading 6hoTaId_Le done; there
were numerous comments which are grouped into the following
reactions; Generally students favor some kind of evaluation
of progress but there are some who think self evaluation in
terms of their own enjoyment and learning standards would be
appropriate. Some are content with the grading practic_of
regular Classrooms:but_wouldilike to_have a conference witi:
the teacher in addition_to the regular report. Some_are
the opinion that grading should_be on a longer term b.-a

than one year. One student resented being given a lower
mark just to motivate him to do better; Grading didn't seem
to be a major problem to the students though they did
acknowledge a need for feedback.

Question #8_._ Students were asked to comment on l'ow t e
enrichment activities could be improved and also how the
total school program could be improved.

The following_responses are the most common about improving
the enrichMent program:

- more often; more c.Allenging
- longer classes
- teachers should give more suggestions of topics and
then let the students choose

- more research projectc
- need a goal to work towards
- let students hav.e some input as to what they want tO

do_
- everything is fine
- smaller classes
- make it available to more students
- moreitime to_learn a given amount
- relate_material more to practical things than to the
theoretical

- more special projects and more subjects
- better organized; make better use_of time
- harder math and more books to read
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= more computer time
= more time for the program
- student shouldn't stop a project if they don't like

it, should explore it first
- more student input
- students who don't take it seriously are the ones who
talk the most

- spend more time on certain projects
= some worksheets need better instructions.

The following comments were made about how to improve the
total school program:

- make classes_for students at their own levels
= let:_everybody learn something new instead of

reviewing_over and over
- longer recesses
- do more interesting and challen4ing things in all of
the classes

- make it less:boring:
- want everybody to like me
= haVe different kinds of programs In the schOOls
- no French but_longer_phys. ed.
- should have more students in OUr Sdheidl
- more computers and-access to thet
- need for more supplies, sudh as books
- should change_ program to accommodate different

learning_styles and rates of learning
- Smaller classes
- turn down.heat
- time of school should be irOM 700 to 12:00 instead

of_9:00 to 3:00. I loath b-er in the morning
- have longer class_periods
- better English classes
- schoollshould be harder and have more advanced WOrk
more_time for options

= get rid of all the "heads"
- start later
- shorter gym periods

_

- school shouldn't be_so long
- should-test every student to see if they are above
their:level

- get_rid of all textbooks and worksheets and dti to.e
creative_things

- should reduce rivalry between students over marks
- teach students_to be ledt Concerned with looks and
clothes and more concerned about what kind of person
they:are or Should be

- no finals if student has 85% to 90% average
- More math and science
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- get rid of poor student behavior
- have classes of differing levels of difficulty
- forget about lunch room passes
= leave more interesting things to the end of the day
when you are starting to feel rotten and don't have
much energy

- each student should have a minimum of three choices
in each subject area, e.g. in math they should be
able to learn about decimals or combinations or
permutations.

Question 49- Wh t things are stopping the enrichment
program from being better?

The comments of students to this question seemed to have
greater impact left as they were given. The comments
which follow are extracted from the continuous prose given
in the interview:

- the teacher doesn't give as much one-on-one help as
the student needs

- not enough time, yet we can't miss too much of our
regular classes

- too many people for two teachers to handle
= attitude of some students poor and causing problems
- nothing is wrong
- pressure; if we miss enrichment class we get kicked

out
- principal won't allow certain projects which we would

like_to do
- should be more students in the gifted program; lower
standards

- classes are too large
- some parents are against the enrichment activitiet
- not enough teachers; too many students per teacher
= activities disorganized
- some kids think they can't handle the peer pressure
or they don't have time for it

- bad facilities, materials and resources
- some students don't want to try new things
- some students use PEP program as an excuse to get out

of regular classes but aren't really interested in
participating in PEP

- some of the kids (gr. 8 PEP) should be back in
regular classes; not attending regularly

- not enough space or money for more students
- sometimes we miss materials in regular class
- other activities in the school interfere with the
program.
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Question #10. Students were asked if they had any more
comments which they hadn't provided.

The following representative comments were extracted from
the lengthy answers provided. Many students provided
similar comments.

- really fun
- like the teacher
- good idea to have enrichment
- not sure how gifted or talented I am
= teachers very friendly
- pretty good program; like some things, don't like
others

- should have it for every school and every grade,
especially in elementary

- sometimes it's boring but Sometimes it's real hard
- musical interests not being met; can't participate in
music because of I.B. program; no time for options

- should have more programs in elementary and jr. high;
have something different in higher grades

- class segregation in jr. high was Stopped; but
perhaps all gifted and talented could be put into one
class

- success of the program has to do with the attitude
and motivation of the people involved in it, both
students and teachers

- I enjoy it but homework is very demanding but I will
stick with it

- waste of time
- hope high scho)' will be tougher than Jr. high
- definitely worthwhile
- some student u_lion money was used for a party in
Stretch program; felt it could have been used for
better purpose

- important that Stretch program be offered as a
regular course and that we be offered credit for it
from Alberta Education instead of it just being a
special project

= should be expanded to other schools; need more
specia3 programs

- it is O.K. as long as there are good teachers
- great teachers and good principal support
- would like to be in Oakley
- Would like to do more challenging things and w.k
my own level

- very good; should continue
- something should be available for all gifted and
talented students.
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6. INTERVIEWS with PARENTS

It was decided to interview some parents, but not
necessarily all of the parents of the chi'dren interviewed,
so that a broader sample1 of participants would have
expressed their opinions. There were thirty-two parents in
the original sample but only twenty-eight, of which
twenty-three were women, completed the interviews. Of the
four chosen but not participating, two could not speak
English adequately to understand the questions, one was not
available and one parent was inappropriately selected
because the child was not considered gifted in the sense of
being eligible for the program.

In the beginning of the interview, parents were asked to
provide the special talents or gifts which seemed to be
evident in their child. The following table (Table #5)
lists the responses and frequency. In most cases parents
listed more than one characteristic but in some cases only
one response was provided.

Table #5

Parents's Assessment of Their
Child's Special Gifts and
Talents

11 - Academically gifed
II - Mathematics
8 - Language arts
5 - Reading
5 - Science
4 = Athletics
3 - Music
3 - Verbal skins
2 - Organization
2 - Creativity
2 - Highly motivated
2 = Art
2 - Drama
1 - Reasoning ability
I - Patience
I - P. R. work
I - High retention
I - Curiosity
I - Empathy
1 - Maturity
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Question #1. Parents were asked if they were involved in
the procett which identified the child as being gifted and
whether they nominated the child for a special program.

Only five parents indicated involvement in the
identification process of which four said they had requetted
the child be tested. Of the four parents who initiated the
testing, two said_ the school did not test, giving reasons
such ag, they did not think it necessary, they could not
obtain the services of a psychologist, and it is too time
consuming. In one case the parent said the school was not
meeting the child's needs and so a request was made to have
the child tested. In the other cases the parents in
consultation with the principal made the decision to have
the child tested. One parent said they were about to ask
that their child be tested when the school called to suggest
that it be done. It was found, from the parents' point of
view, that in most cases, identification (testing) and
notination for a special program had begun with till. school
and that no permission had been requested and further that
the parents had not received a report of the testing
results. _Some parents were uncertain as to whether testing
had actually been done.

Question #2. Parents were asked what services they expected
to be provided for their child, what services were being
provided and if the services were conSidered to be adequate.

While the responseS about the expected service varied
somewhat in phraseology, the message was similar. Most
parents expect to have their children's special needs met by
the school so that there is both challenge and growth in
learning. Parents wanted the schoo to recognize Special
talents and abilities and make provLaiona for them. Some
specific comments referred toz enrichment program with new
skills, good basic education for university entrance, allcw
child to progress at his own pace, opportunities to use
abilities, French enrichment, etc.

The comments about provisions showed an awareness of the
school programs. Some parentd Said nothing was being
provided differently for the child and some said they were
not sure what, if anything, was being provided. Others gave
comments such as: optional assignments in math, extra
computer work, making a newspaper, field trips, I.B.,
Stretch program, extra assignments, field trip to young
writer's conference, extra attention but nothing else, etc.

As to the adequacy of the_program, ten answered that they
were satiSfied, fifteen said the service was inadequate and
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three were unsure. One parent said her child had to work
hard for marks. Parents who were not satisfied1 thought
there should be more time given to special activities to
meet the special needs and some noted that children felt
"let down" when they went back to the regular class.

Question #3. Parents were asked1 1if they receive.
information about the enrichment activities.

Nine parents said they had received information about the
enrichment activities in the school and nineteen said they
had not. Several said there are no enrichment activities.
Parents of children in the I.B. program said there is a
special report card but one parent said 1they also 1had
parent-teacher interviews. One parent said she received
written comment( plus phone calls from the teacher but other
parents receive only the standard report card. One parent
said she received a report card at the end of each module
which was about every ten weeks. Most parents not receiving
special information expressed the desire to have it and one
said she had written to the school requesting information
but had not been answercd.

questiom_44 Parents were asked if they f'lought evaluation
of enrichment activities was necesaary.

All but two of the parents answered in the affirmative to
this question. The reasons given for wanting evaluat;on
were: to provide feedback to students and parents, help
determine if it is worthwhile, provide more detail about
progress, and necessary to justify the program. One parent
said that the reaction of the child to the program was
adequate evaluation.

question #5. Parents were asked to list the 1,enefits and
disadvantages of the enrichment activities.

Some parents said there were no enrichment activities and
therefore couldn't give an answer and others said they were
not sure how to answer. Some of the responses are provided
using as much as possible exact excerpts from their own
comments.

Benefits

- see and experience new things; develop skills

- school is one of the happiest things in his life
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= interaction with peers is very settling

helf,ed her to_stari thinking again; adcelerated
ability to think thrtitigh iSSUeS; 1.B. created a
social group

= She is_no longer bored.but also learned that she
doesn't know everything and that there are others who
are smarter

- confidence improved; logical thinking increased;
improved in ability to present ideas; gets lots of
encouragement

- provides stimulation; being in charge of DrojectS is
good for self-esteem; not bored with School

- good intellectual stimulation; teacher has shown
interest in him

= broadens horizons; gains new experiences; discovered
he could write poems; improved in socialization
skills

gaincd self-confidende

- realizes it is 0.K- to be different

= taught some skills sooner

- keeps interest up and makes children eager to learn.

Disadvantages

- none (fifteen parents said this)

it 64uSe6 friction with regular teachers

- there was some teasing frot children at first

- locatic- of school too far away

- bored when he goes back to the regular claSS

- liked Stretch class more than regular classes and
then neglected the regular classes

- no option:. in 1.8. and couldn't continue in music

- lose some ability to relate to others; more
intolerant of the ones who are slower.
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gmpAti2n_til. Parents were asked to comment on the
enrichment activities With respect to likes, diSlikeS,
problems and suggested improvements.

Once again several parents could not comment because they
were of the opinion that no enrichment was being provided in
the school where their child attended but there were also
some interesting comments. Parents liked their children to
be challenged and have opportunities to learn at a faSter
rate, especially in thinking skills. Many parents liked the
smaller classes for individual attention and the opportunity
to have supervised independent study projects; There seemed
to be less stress on some students as well as variety which
enhanced learning and reduced boredom. Almost all parents
refrained from commenting about_dislikes except a few who
wanted to be better informed and one who felt the program
was too demanding in terms of time.

Only eight chose to comment- about problems encountered.
Once again lack of regular communication with the school
(teacher) was the most prevalent complaint. One pa:ent said
the regular teacher would sometimes not release her child to
attend the enrichment program. Another parent said the I.B.
students had to cover material too quickly and they had a
hard time participating in the extracurr.-'ar activities of
the school because of travel time. ..a were a few
=plaints about lack of guidance and ters assuming the

children knew information or had skills not yet developed.
For the most part there seemed to be few complaints yet
there were several suggestions for improvement.

The suggestions for improvement were consistent with
previous comments about the program. Several parents
expressed the need to be better informed about programs at
the school and the progress of their children. There should
be opportunities for _children to have challenges by
expanding the curriculum to meet their special needs.
Several parents want the program expanded to include more
time, more subjects, and to have more personal attention
from the teacher; Specifically parents requested more
computer experiences, more independent study opportunities,
allowance for more options, and more involvement with
authors, books and study skillS.

Question #7. Parents were asked to tell how long their
child had been in a program for the gifted.

The answers to this question varied from zero to four years
but not all parents provided an answer. Six said there was
no program (equated to zero for the purposes of this
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question) and six were in the first year of the program.
Two students were in the Stretch program and two were in the
I.B. program. One student had been at Oakley Centre and is
now in the second year of the enrichment program.

Question #8. Parents were asked if they wished to make
further comments about programs for the gifted.

There were some interesting observations and remarkS even
though not all parents made additional comments. Parents
expressed their gratitude for the program and hoped it would
continue into the other grade levels such as junior high
School And of course some parents who did not think there
was anything special provided wanted the program to be
offered in their school. One parent said her child
stimulates the entire home environment and didn't want the
eagerness of learning now present to dissipate, so she hoped
the school board would expand the program into other
settings. There was a comment about the I.B. program being
demanding yet satisfying but also the concern that the
university would not accept courses for advanced credit.
Some expressed the need for more cultural and arts
activities. It seems that in the bilingual program there is
the need for teachers with more expertise in subjects such
as science. While one parent felt her child was not
properl:. accommodated at Oakley, there was gratitudft
expreSsad for the interested and capable teachers at his
present school. There was concern about the emphasis of the
school system suggesting that teachers are not AS fully
informed about gifted children as they _should be And Also
that too much effort is spent on children with learning
disabilities while ignoring the contributions that gifted
children can make to society. Some parents suggested a
pull=out approach coupled with enrichment and regular class
participation. Parents do not seem to be aWart of the
assistance of EAS-G and several alluded to the fact that
they felt it was the responsibility of the school to keep
parents informed of programs and help within the system.
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IV SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

This study was begun as part of an evaluation of programs
for 1gifted children in three school districts in the
province. A recent history of how the program began in
Calgary Board of Education and the present array of
offerings is provided as section II of this report. Section
III is a synopsis of the information gleaned from interviews
with consultants and itinerant teachers employed as a part
of the Education Assistance Service_- Gifted (EAS-G), school
principals, teachers of gifted children, children involved
in_activities for the gifted, and parents. Section IV
addresses the recommendations which emanate from the
analysis and conclusions of the study.

The questions which formed the stimulus for interviewee
response were developed in cooperation with the Supervisor
of Program Evaluation Services and the Supervisor of EAS-G
to ensure that appropriate information needed to evaluate
the program was included. Interview instruments and
document collection procedures were designed specifically to
assemble an information base to address the evaluation
questions. This summary provides, as far as is feasible,
direct answers to the questions posed, followed by a digest
of_comments and observations which qualify the answers
and/or provide information from the standpoint of the
various groups of participants interviewed.

Question #1. Is the system definition of gifted/talented:
(a) congruent with that of Alberta Education, and
(b) congruent with the literature?

Prior to April 1985, the Calgary Board of Education
definition was less inclusive than the Alberta Education
Task Force definition. However the current definition
recommended for use in all schools is nearly congruent with
that of Alberta Education. There is no single definition
having universal acceptance but the current system
definition is, in nearly all essential points, equivalent to
that published by the United States Office of Education
which is widely accepted.
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During the _interviews it was learned the.: most of the
principals knew at least one of_the system _definitions.
Unfortunately awareness does_not always mean usage. :In most
casesischools:claim_acceptance_of the system definition or a
modified version but_a few are inclined to accept the one
recommended by Alberta Education. While there is acceptance
of a definition, school practices do not always coincide.

Question #2. _Will the: identification procedures_ used
identify afi of the Children specifiel by the system
definition?

Almost all consultants, principals, itinerant teachers, and
teachers believe the identification procedures will fall
short of identifying all gifted students in the system.
Many believed that regardless of the procedures some will
missed but they were especially dubious about identificat
of children gifted in the visual and performing arts. It
was noted that the politics of the school, including
adherence to a definition or particular philosophy, often
plays an important part in the identification process a.:d
renders any set of system prescribed procedures somewhat
ineffective.

It was _found::that _there _is not a standardized_ set of
procedures followed rigorously in each school_throughout the
district._ While there are recommended procedures and
in-service by the EAS-G staff with respect to these, the
final decision about how_to identify gifted children:is left
to each school. It was the opinion ofi_some principals: that
a few children_ _are missed--and _others :_inappropriately
included due to:bias and unskilled:observation. It was also
found that _while an_ I.Q. score of 130 on the individual
intelligence test_ is used_ at Oakley _Centre and ensures
inclusion in the program elsewhere, a_lower score is often
used; The recommendation of the psychologist for: talented
students_regardless_of the I.Q. scoreiis_sufficient. A few
schools do:not use the individual:intelligence test at all
btt:have their_ own screening devices and rely on teacher
nomination extensively.

It can be concluded that:
(a) there is no known set of identification procedures

which is infallible. Certainly within a system the size of
CBE, some students whose later careers will attest to
giftedness will be missed, whatever procedures are used for
identification.

(b) many of the regular classroom teachers who must
play a key role in the nomination process have not had
adequate in-service preparation. The current literature
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suggests that without such
inappropriately identify about half

(c) identification procedures
from School to School. The system
variance with that of the school,
congruence between the system's
school's identification procedures.

preparation, teachers
of the gifted students.
vary, as do definitions,
definition is often at
resulting in a lack of
expectations and the

Question _#3. Are the identification procedures
educationally sound?

None of the procedures recommended by EAS-G seemed
inappropriate_ according to tirse interviewed. Since,
however, it is accepted as god practice that several
criteria be used in the identification process, the further
pertinent question is whether_the procedures used in any one
school are educationally sound, i.e. sufficiently complete,
effective and efficient? Because procedures are, in
practice, determined by each school, it is difficult to
generalize an answer.

Most of those interviewed con-idered the procedures to be
educationally_sound but there was some incompleteness 'ed.

The deficiencies relate to the 1 okiof a_commonL phil( 2hy
and UnderStantAng Of the_meaninq of the nature_of_gif' less
as_ well as inadequacies in_ those performiw _ 3

identification._ It_is generaIly_agreed that using competent
teachers will reduce error to a min1J m; There were several
complaints_abouti the insufficient i mber of psychologists
available to administer_ the WISC-120 Olich tends_to reduce
the_accuracy identificatiOn_as well as add_to the length
Of time necessary to_complete the process..: There:was strong
support _ftlx a more efficient set_of_procedures whidh would
be universally applied and supported by each level of
administration within the school system.

Question #4. Has the organi7ation set up by the school
didtrict to address the needs of gifted/talented been
staffed so as to:

fal aaaiat thnaa iAantifiarl ii tarma nf tha Aafinitinn"?

The organization is _designed to _identify_ all students
deddribed:by the definitioniand_provide_for their_needs bUt
the staffing in some_areas in inadequate. :There are too few
psychologists to meet the demands of service, resulting_ in
many schools _finding,_alternate methods of identification
which do not require these services. _There_are scarcely_any
counselors in the system adequately trained to help gifted
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children cope with those affective needs which may be
directly related to their high ability. While the system
allows for the identification and delivery of programs to
children gifted in the visual and performing arts, there is
in practice too little attention given to this group.

Other problems can be traced to two extraordinary
rsquirements appropriate for educating gifted students. The
first is that teachers need specific preparation in order to
fll their in identification; thig role is most often
'D provide nomination of students into a pool from which
_anal selection is made. The second is that teachers must
develop specialized, often individualized, curricula and
devise appropriate delivery strategies. The first is a
requirement of all teachers, the second of thoSe directly
responsible for providing the educational experience. But
in both cases teachers are usually inadequately prepared in
their teacher education programs and experience to fill the
requirements;

EAS-G is Organized_to d service to teachers_in_ bOth
identification and curri.culum. , There_ arti ObStac_es4
hOWeveri to_providing_adequate service._ The rate of growth
in the number of schools imp'eiuentinç prograts has resulted
in_needs which scrously eX-ced the Capacity of EAS-G to
meet; Making schoos respontible for their_own educational
programs is doUbtlss an _excellent policy in _theory 13ut
b,:eaks_down somewhat_in providing fc.:7 gifted_students unless
there.:is adequate_opportunity_to learn about the nature of
giftedness and the_educaticnal options appropriate_for the
gifted; Some_schools initiate_prbilketb Without_being fully
aware of_ the depth Of need ifeir :in-service and other
assistance teachers .r:equire in identifying, gifted students
and providing: _apprcpriate _learning experiences. 'In
consequencei_identiiOation cf gifted students aOross the
system_is somewhat spottyand educational prOViSions for
thek range from useful to excellont.

Another; less serious, iprOblet is related to
decentralization otisuperviSiOn. EAS,,G personnel are
housed; fOr the _most part; in the area offices. -ThiS
deployment negates4 to some degree; the capability Of -EAS=G
to operate as intended; i;e; as a teaz chosen to bring_ a
variety of expertise to bear on the deVelOptent_of programs
for gifted students. To_the extent_that EAS=G personnel are
constrained to focus their effortit on the_geographical area
to which they_are assigned,_ the variety of expert services
available system wide are reduced and at the same_time:their
use: Of7 the: extensive library of materialS :hOused in
ChriStine Meikle School becomes somewhat mord aWkWard.
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In_summary, it_seems that while the central administrative
ans.! resource staff-are theoretically organized to care for
those defined as gifted, _this_has not_made -its way to_ the
school_ level to provide_ fora__standardized_ procedure.
Because _of_ the move_ to decentralization schools are
encouraged to make their own provision for_gifted children.
Therefore very few schools carry on identical procedures or
have similar staffing arrangements. Unfortunately the
philosophy of some schools and the omt espoused by EAS7G are
often in_opposition. _Yet1EAS-G. As:charged with assisting
schools_even though.the philosophical sance cf each may be
at odds;_ _sometimes causing_ an _undercurrent of
dissatisfaction. The result is often a rejection of EAS-G
servicer by the schools, which the consultants and itinerant
teachers at.: unable to surmount.

OD) cover the range of students identified?

In_theory_ the garizaton and staffing__is _such _as_ to
provide for the . ,Nr Ltudents identified but in practice
this is not corly L.ealized; This conclusion is reached
because, (1)_while them is adequate attention paid to the
academic needs there is little done fc .;.. those whO are gifted
ih_thei_visual and performing __arts and there_ are many
complaints about_ inadequacies for_ g:fted_children :in the
lalingual programs; (2) _likewise; while there is much
atsntion given to the cognitive needs of children, _there
seems to be less sensitivity for the affective needs; and
(3) while it_ appears that pll schools, are_ expected to
provide enrichMent -for the gifted and talentedl- in wany
schonls nothing_is_being_done. It must be_recognized that
these statements are generalizations glean0 from _overall
observations and that there are specific insnces where the
individual needs of children are being met adequately;

15) meet the e%oectations of students and parents?

The answer to this _question would_have to_ be no;_at lest
not completely. Expectations for a program in_every_ nIchool
has_increased among parents of gifi:ed children and there
simply_has been insufficient time for program development to
take place. Not all schools are_equipped with adequately
educated personnel to meet expected needs.

In some schools there_are gifted students who_do_not receive
any special provisions and there are also some teachers who
seem_to be jealous about having a child leave the regular
classroom in order to _receive special _assistance. While
there are some interesting_activities being conducted_ and
many students are quite satisfied, there are many students
who receive nothing specific to enhance their talents and
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gifts. Unfortunately there were m ny complaints about
students being expected to finith ali assignments of the
regular class (whether preSent or not) and _in addition
expected to complete heavy assignments from activities
designed to challenge the gifted. This tends to act as a
punishment or deterrent to being involved in such
activities.

(d) address expectations or tne administrators,
consultan c.... and teachers?

Based on the interviews, the answer is no. In a system as
large and complex as CBE, the response could hardly be
otherwise. In a group of people as large as the one
interviewed, expectations held by some are certain to be so
high as to be beyond reason, while the expectations of
others will be extremely low. Once more philosophical
differences of how to meet the needs of the gifted nlay an
important role.

It is diffidUlt_to:assess whether the organizatiOn iS at
fault or _Whether _it is due_ to the_ ladk Of: r-OOrde6
(including qualified teachers); probably _a_cotbineition of
both. The senior centrvl_adminiStration_seem to b:B zlear on
what they wart but thiS_JS ribt always comw.lnicated clearly
to the rest of_the Organitation. _Principaia feel a_ sense of
duty to ,prOVide for _the_needs of all children_ whidhi :Of
course, ihdlUded_the gifted. Bnt the vechanisM tO_iproVide
for specifid _Oxpectations4 coupled with ithe_ivariety of
expectations and _responsibilities Of=each principal; is
clten a detriment to effidithdy_and _effectiveness iTr
providing an adequate prograt for the_gifted. Sometimes the
school administratOr id_hot sufficiently informed and _at
other tiMet there_ is information_pverload. _In some_ dated
the adtinittrators and teachers are supportive of_ Methods
proposed and in other cases lukevara: or even opposed. It
F emd_that the best programs_ result when there_ir a specific
iliterest on the part Of the principal, _when there are
interested teacherS Wild:Sent:id the support of the principal
and when StoteOhe Spedifically takes_the lead, either thtiAigh
delegation br through selfinitiativel to develop a_prOgram,
whetherit id enrichment in the regUlar Classroom r Special
actiVities in a pull-out arrangement. _While this_does not
mean that all efforts should_ dease_if these conditions are
absent, it does suppOrt the fadt that enthusism on the_part
of school adminiStratiOn and teaching staf is vital to
superior programs.

Consultants noted that they _are_ often left_to
devide4 to provide ideas to teadhers. While the crit-ia
for consultant selection may be personal creativity and
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leaderShip tkilli_it is_nonetheless quite disconcerting to
the COntultants to receive little_ assistance in gaining
background knowledge about the nature of giftedness and _how
to_address it. The consultants _and_ itinerant . teaCherS
perceive that there is a lack of_ attention:tip their heed for
extra training_ and support,_ which probably :heeds_ to be
addressed. This dOeS_not mean that the supervisor of EAS-G
is slOthftl_but_rather. that the demands are_heavy_on this
organiZational unit and also that the_total organization has
A COMplexity which allows some concerns to be neglected.

Teachers have received much help but once again_demandS are
numerous and _specific concernsare not alWayS__adequately
identified_and _thus are not addressed._ Because _teachers
generally laCk_ktOwledgc of _the nature of giftedness _their
needs are greatiand oannot_easily be met with a few isolated
in=Service_sessions.. The solution can_in part be addressed
by_ the:_organization, _but_ st me _must also bercome _the
professional_development responsibility_ of each teaCher.
Incentives_spread more broadly throughout the_SyStet they_be
needed to enhance the occurrence_of the latter, such as paid
conference trips, payment of fees for courses and even
release time for retreading.

(e) provide_1:.or apprc2riateprogram development?

Most teat:hers have inadequate knowledge: Of diittii7iUlUM
develoent p. .:ed:ires nor time:for_such and thus Ipon
others to _assist in all aspeCts_ of providir LDr_ fted
children,_inCluding program developmont. The . i_gary school
Board itedidit to_:have_many adequately trained specialists
etployed to assist with program development fOr _gifted
children. There is_ concern howevert that information
relevant to meeting the needs:of: gifted_childien does, not
always_reach the: teachers_involvech This may be due_to an
insuffitient_Medhanism for communication_or, that through a
phildeOphy of decentralization, the school is viewed aS
autonomous;

Schools are the prime movers on programs to meet the needs
of children. If the School does not request information or
assistance then it iight be overlooked but there are far
more inatances where schools have been visited by a
consultant only to have the services given little attention.
In some cases this is because consultants are perceive' as
having very little to offer tither in terms of expertise or
packaged program elements. It is true that there is not,
and usually cannot be, a specific curriculum to follow in
meeting the needs of all gifted_children because the needs
are so diveraa. But it may also be true that insufficient
time and expertise is available to develop numerous teaching
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units _which could be effectively used by teachers even _if
they were _aware_of how to select and adapt them; This
suggests that the_ organization may _not_ make adequate
provision for specialized curriculum developers nor have
sufficient resources_to employ_people_for:this_purpose. It
could also be_ that because each school is_responsible _for
its own_program, the consultants should_ be more concerned
about presenting alternative approaches rather than
emphasizig one basic_approachva_current perception_at many
schools. It was_ also suggested that_ Alberta_ Education
should be more active in presenting curriar alternatives.

(f) provide for appropriate staff development?

Some aspects of this question haytt already been addl-essed
and_little_ more needs to_be added. _It seems that_more does
need_ to _be done to _help _consultants, princirals0 and
teachers become more knowledgeable with respect to the
nature_ of giftedness_ and -how_ to- address _it. Most
consultants are _of the opinion that there are numerous
ckportunities for staff development but the t-7:achers are not
willing to take full advantage of them.

4gprovide salxvIces-to meet the expectations?

Generally_speaking the district_is _organized: _to _provide
service'7_ to:meet most:expectations_of all particants _in
the:_adip7ation of gifted_ children._ _There are_ some
deficienciesi_as notc..e abovei_but it _may be_ a lack of
commitment to prc-zIde_ adequate financial resources for
differentiated staffing rather than the organizational
structure which is at fault for _the inadequacies cited by
those interviewed. There is definitely a need however, -tO
have consultanta who can address the_needs Of gifted
children in the schools with immersion programs.

Question #5; Is there an adequate evaluation component to:

(a) ekatind the congruence of_plans and altion with
reatiedt :to definitiónaii _of_ _gifted_childrPn_and
expectations_of achlevement?_

The_area of evaluation was noticeably wanting. Nearly_ all
individuals in every group interviewed: gavewerwhelming
support:for. evaluation of children and programs but the
conolusion:reached upon analysis of the comments is that
this area is woefully weak;

Most _people,_ inluding students, believe evaluation of
gifted students is necessary to proVide feedback on progress
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and to assist in determining if the program is worthwhil.
It was di3covered that nearly half of the students receive
only the _regular report card with no mention of their
Special classes or enrichment activities. (It should also
be noted here however that a number of schools do not
provide anyti.ng extra and therefore a special report was
not deemed necessary.) Many students do not receive grades
for their enrismuent work but rather are given verbal
feedback about the projects and activities. In some cases
there are interviews held with the student in which
objectivet are mutually agreed upon and evaluated based on
the student's needs and expectations, _but this iS rare.
Teachers genPrally believe that evaluation should be
different for the gifted but they are not sure on what basis
the evaluation should be conducted. Teachers and
consultants- noted a dearth of knowledge is evident and it
seems the topic is seldom addressed.

When asked to_provide opinion on how to_improve_ evaluation,
the answers seemed insightful. One student said he resented
being given lower marks as an incentive to do ettek and
some students thought_the evaluation should be on a longer
term than one year. Some students wanted an opportunity to
make suggestions about how they should be evaluated and
several did not want to be evaluated at all. Teachers
,:nought there should be less concern about evaluating the
le,,rning of content and more concern about evaluating
whether the students had learned processes and skills.

(b) examine_the degree to which_programs==and=activities
providea Ake refleoting_needs_and_expectations?

There_is no formal attempt, and little -cP.Jne inforrnallyi t6
evaluate whether the students identified as:gifted hackie an
achievement level commensirate with their ability or whether
programs are meeting specific individual needs; There have
been some instances_ where students have been excused from
the program _because they did not_ set m to have adequate
interest _Whether the_student's needs ,;ouldn't be let With
the_ resources available or whether program deSigh t4aS
paramount and the student's _needs were secondary:could hot
be determined by the_researchers:_It is interesting to note
hmaver that a::SUbStantial majority of students_are happy
with the Spedial ACtivities provided and those identified_as
gifted, but who do not receive anything special, expressed a
deSire for something better.

There seemed to be :little attempt, on the part _of
school=based personnel, to determine if the needs and
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expectations of gifted students ale being met. It seems
be sufficient to say that something is being provided.

Apparently everyone in the system undergoes an evaluation of
some type but there does not seem to be anything done
specifically for those teachers involved in programs for the
gifted. The staff of EAS-G undergo evaluation from
supervisors but teachere in the schools rely mostly on
informal feedback ana self-evaluation and thus
seIf-seIection determines whether they stay in the gifted
program beyond the initial appointment.

(d) examine the long range effects of programs on the
students identified?

There is a project underway at the present time to examine
the long term effect on the participants of special
provisions for the gifted. This will involve students in
the regular schools as well as students attending Oakley
Centre.

Question
gifted?

"a Which factors act to impede programs for the

There se':!$ to be numerous elements which inhibit grez:-Le.-
success in programming for gifted children witbin many
schools.

The_ regular classroom teachers feeI_that they have too mary
demands.on them_to give_ adequate attention to planning for
the gifted; They feel-pressure to meet the neads of every
child_by delivering the core curriculum first. This ddts-ds
a deterrent to differentiating the _curriculumi often
resulting in_the _igifted child.being_..subjected_to boredom;
The_number of_students_in_ each_classroomi _linked with_ lack
of_spacei _lack of readily available materials; _lack _of
teacher _aides, and in many cases lick of F:dequate knowledge
about the nature of giftedness and how .Lo plan -appropriate
programs all act to impede success.- When.these factors...are
coupled_with_ less .than_enthusiastic_ support: from

. school
adrainistrators.who_also feel pressure to provide something
for:the gifted but lack thr, knowIei there is .sually
anxiety and frustration but little progrei.

The itinerant teachers catego....ize 'che _fs-tors th dc
success into lack -of-suppo:rt_ !r! ta.,:risiof_ both _resource
support_and attitudinal support. There th a need fo .. more
and better trained tenchers to meet the needs of the yifte-
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as_well_ as money _to, develop more adequate curriCUlar
resources; ,They attribute lack of support ih sole dates tb
principals and other administrators and:in some cases_tdi the
classroom teachers._ They_did _not_feel: that the_ possible
developmental procedures_ and _expectations of the program
were Well COmmunicated to the school personnel. There was a
definite feeling _that more, money is needed to provide
personnel and material resources at both the consultant And
school levels; These itinerant_teachers also belieVe
the demands for curriculum differentiation ekeeddS
nnderstanding of most regular classroom teachers.

PrihcipalS alairi cited lack of financial_support as the m.
itipediment to success of programming, for the gifted._ They
do_not _believe that the expectations are multChed With
adequate _funds to provide qualified tertiDnnel for
identificationt_and_ extra assistance _to_ .achers _or to
purchase_special_Materials. _There seems to be some lack of
information abOUt_the program but the main concern was the
need for more qualified personnel to assist the teachers and
the school generally.

The_consultantsalso agree that laCk Of suppdtti_ Mainly
financial i& the main cause :for concern. There are_ far
more opportunitieS_:for_ helping_ teachers _than_ there_ is
consultant tiMe_available to_render assistance; The idea of
providing_telease_time for, the_classroom teacher to _attend
in-service_seems to be_well_accepted and effective bUt there
are not enough substitute teacher days budgeted_fbr the:heed
when_there is_such a_lack of_kilowledge:about teadhing gifted
children; The_complexity of the_adtinistrative structure
seems_to contribute to_ confused communication_at_times _and
this also contributes to the_feeling that there is a lack of
long-term planning and even commitment to providing programs
for gifted children.

Parents seemed to have less information biit St:de offered
opinions about why_the_ programs were not cuAng as well__as
expected. Th. Att!.lide of some_teachers toward the program
was one reason Cited _since it seems that_children are not
always all0t4ed ti_attend special activities; _Parents _were
mOStly unhal_)y about not having more opportunities for tht;.iir
Chtldren to cmperience challenges commensurate With ability.

The comments of children were insightful and direct and it
must be reaLized that:these_qualities are inherent_in gifted
children. _They Seered: to be saying_ that_the_programs for
clifted: are rot a _cii3trict priorityi resulting in an
in3ufficiert number of teachers _poorly _drlatlizeo

space_and materialS4 And a tendency
r:cYf'rus o threaten withdrawal of the program as a
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disciplinary tactic. These students also believe that
some child.: n who :are disinterested or not

eFtpi.::7)Ie of:adequate- achement_is a_ detriment; _This_may
mean-that the "running-r,?:,-" concept should_receive further
examination:and/or:that -oIs having insufficient numbers
should examine their c e.id for including other students
in activities for gifted children;

Question #7. What factors are facilitating the success of
programs for gifted students7

The success of the_program_thus far_seems to be attributable
to: dedicated people, including dedicated teachers _and
principals; _The most often -acclaimed by the schools which
took advantage of their services, were_the staff of EAS=G,
The EAS-G supervisor, consultants4 and:progrim specialist
were given the credit- for-their :knowledge4 enthucsm_ and
willingness to assist by sharing ideas, developing units and
team_teaching with:the regular classroom teacher; The other
group__given credit for the success _was_ the_ itinerant
teachers; Of course many people noted_ that it was the
resource allocation which provided for the-cervices:of the
specialists, the substitute teachers available_ while the
regular classroom teacherattended in7service, and the
materials_that made the entire program_viable; There were
other factors whiCh seamed to lubricate the wheels of the
movement but ,1.1ey were nor by comparison to the dedicated
people involie
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V RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations accrue from a study of the
gifted and talented program in the Calgary Board of
Education. They are a result of information received from
the many interviews corducted and from a study of the
curriculum provisions for this segment of the school
population. It is recognized that many of the
recommendations are _addressed in the Comprehensive Plan
dated March, 1985 (appended to this report) and approved by
the Board. However it is believed that the recommendations
should be stated in this report to provide emphasis to the
need for action since they ar-, primarily the recommendations
of professionals, student and parents involved with
programs for the gifted arl taIelited within the school
jurisdiction.

1. BOARD POLICY

a). The Board has brt.,-:1 statements zegarding
philosophy, goals and provisions for students with
exceptional_needs. Lacking though, is a statement on
specific outcomes to be met through programs for the
gifted and talented. Thia lack of expectation causes
confusion within the system, e ially at thP school
level. It is also extremely difficult to asss the
value of programs and saccess of students without a
statement of expected outcomes upon which t_ make
judgements.

Recommendation: That th0 Board develop and approve a
statement of expectations to be achieved in provisions
for gifted and talented students.

b). There is inconsistency throughout the system in
identification procedures even though there is an
approved definition of 1giftëd and talented. Oakley
Centre has one set of criteria which includes a specific
I.Q. score and this is sometimes used as the base
criterion throughout the district to ensure that
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students will have access to programs for gifted
children. Yet most schools rely primarily upon student
nomination by the teacher which is supported by test
data and, when available, a psychologist's report.
There are students in the program who would_not normally
qualify as gifted but are included to provide a critical
mass and for uther reasons known only to the school.
There are numerous instances where a student would be
included in one school but not in another. Some schools
will not make any decisions on acceptance without a
psychologist's report while others are more casual in
their_approach. Because the psychologist it the
one allowed to administer the WISC-R, there is (DI A
considerable time lag between a request for testir_
the report being received at the school.

There is need of a common set of identification
procedures or guidelines to be followed by ell schools.
This should be as simple and efficient as possible and
should incorporate a_ multiple criteria approach; one
which has been found in practice to be relatively
accurate. It appears from the information received,
that there are many individuLls in the system who are
perceived as being adequately traired in the
administration of the WISC-R and who should be given
permission to help in the identification process. A
determination of tlis adequacy _would seem to be
appropriate. There is also the need to have procedures
which Will identify students gifted in the visual and
performing arts, providirg there is a progra,
established that will challenge the-2.

Recommendation: That the Board develop guidelines and
procedures that will efficiently and effectively
identify the gifted and talented intended by the
approved definition so as to provide for consistent
entry to the program.

c). There seems to be need of a policy govelning the
in-service preparation and assignment of Leachers wi4-11

specific responsibilities for the gifted wit?'in a
regular school and also a stat-ament about teaching
environments or minimal standards when providing
activities. Teachers are currently selected with a
variety of qua1ications and for a variety of reasons.
It is well acopted that the teacher is the most
important part of the instructional process and
therefore considered selection is of utmost importance.
It would be appropriate for the Board to issue a set of
guidelines and teacher expectations that would assist
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principals in Selecting teachers and acquainting them
with their responsibilities. One requirement that
should be ekplicitly mentioned is the attendance of
teachers at in-service sessions provided within the
school diEitrict.

The Board is to be_commended fOr allaWing,teachers of
the gifted to_attend in=SerVide_Sessions during regular
school hours by_proViding a substitute teacher; This
practice had _been widely acclaimed throughout the
districti _Teachers in the system, evert _with the
im-service _providedi are still finding it: quite
difficult to meet the demands Of Students and their
parents in the regular progratio as:Well_as try to offer
quality instruttiOn_ tO_Children in special activities
for the giited. The_ request of these teachers is that
some detpigtation be_allowed in terms of preparation
time so_that:the_ gifted are not short-changed. _It is
commonjwactice in many school districts in Canada :and
the United States to provide these_teaCherS With: less
contact,hours SG that there_iSi tite for_ oUrridulum
deveLopment and_ planninl. It tight_alSo be necessary
to provile '.;:eaCher aidee for some schools_in order to
enhance the quality of instruction for the gifted;

Redtittendation: That the Boardi (a) develop and_publish
a_set_of_guidelines for the selection and evaltatiOn: :of
qUalified teachers assigned speCifid reSpOntibilities
for special activities fer_ gifted ettdente, (b) expect
theseiteacherS te attend in=SerVice sessions provided by
the distridt and_(d) provide additional release time,
teaCher aidee or both to_allow more time for curriculut
deVeldplient and program planning_in_order to enhance the
quality of instruction to the gifted.

d). Many teachers seem to have inadequate know4.edge
about evaluating gifted children. This does not seem to
be an area of expertise among EAS-G staff members
either.

The following issues need to be addressed if there is to
be consistency throughout the district and if gifted
students (and their parents) are to benefit by being
given adequate feedback about progress. How will
evaluation differ from that of regular studentS? What
is the role of self-evaluation for gifted students?
Whet is the role of peer evaluation? What is the role
of the teacher in helping the student plan projects with
objectives and criteria upon which to evaluate quality?
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Recommendation: That the Board develop policy and
guidelines with reSpect to evaluation of gifted students
that will be emphasized throughout the district and
result in students of similar gifts and talents
receiving more consistent assessments.

2. IN-SERVICE

Becav1e_moSt teachers selected to teach the aifted have
received little, if any, special training for such an
assignment, it is necessary to prmide Such
opportunities. It was found through thiS Study that
teachers and principals were deSirous of receiving
information about tht nature of_ giftedness,
characteristicS of gifted children, how to differentiate
curriculum for the gifted and provide challenging
alternatives, how to_ provide special instruction for
students gifted in the visual and perfcrming artS, and
how_ to involve students in developing their own
curriculum. The staff of EAS=G have been heavily
involved in this type of Service and this must continue.
In addition there Should_also be provision for teachers
to attend university courses, workshops and conferences
that go beyond_the normal in-service sessions in order
to become becter prepared to guide the learning of
gifted children. Incsntives may need to be provided,
such as paid conference trips, payment o..= course fees,
and release time for retreading in order to encourage
professional development.

Recommendation: Tnat opportunities for teacher
development related to educating gifted children
continue to be made available and that teacherd, and
when possible principals, be expected to attend as part
of their responsibility to provide quality instruction
to gifted children.

3. EDUCATION ASSISTANCE SERVICE - GIFTED (EAS-G)

a). It must be recognized that EAS=G has had a great
impact on the development of programs for gifted
children in the Calgary Board of Education. This
organization haS provided in-service to teachers in
group sessions as well as providing individual help when
requested. There have been opportunities for the
teacher to observe consultants and team teach with them.
There have been special curriculum units painstakingly,
and usually voluntarily, prepared by consultants. These
have been willingly shared with teachers in order to
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meet the needs of the gifted in schools. There have
been opportunities for teachers to study materials at
the EAS-G Centre and receive guidance about unit
preparation. Yet the services have not always been
fully appreciated or filled the needs and expectations
of several schools.

Stme_schools_have_devcloped their_own philosophies -for
educating the gifted, uq,ich are incompatible:with that
of EAS,G. This has led thase schools to_believe_:_ EAS=G
is "out-of-touchu -and to questioni_the_ worth _iand
effectiveness_of Since_each_school_has the_right
to develop its own_program. there_may be merit in having
EAS=G_ provide_ services Iihich give_ the schools an
opportunity to _make choices consistent with each
school's philosophy;

By this is meant _that EAS7G: :staff :could__use _their
expertise to aid_schools:in_making choices_about_meeting
the_ need% of gifted childreni_ ____TLrA consultants might
prepare a variety_ of _curriculum units from which a
tohool could select those- most- appropriate to the
teaching styles of the staff and learning styles of
students; EAS-G could also offer _suggestions tO
teachers_ about_how to makeithe_units more_effective_ and
even helpiteachers_adapt_the:_units to fit a particular
philosophical stancei. It might also_be the place of
EAS=G td prepare_workshops which illustrate different
approaches_or_teaching models for meeting_the needs _of
gifted_students as well as provide guidance on the
various student grouping patterns :that could _be
employed; EASG, must also_ be familiar: With, and
emphasize, the_policiesiand procedures_outlined_by_ the
Board concerning _identification._ _Inherent in these
eUggestions_is the_necessity to _have the role of EAS-G
defined_relative to the autonomy of each school _and
expect_levels_ of service that complement the Various
philosophies of the schools.

Recommendation: That the role of EAS-G be defined
relative to the decision-making accorded to the schools
and provide services complementary to the philosophy
adopted by a particular school. (An alternate
recommendation is for the Board to adopt a philosophy to
which each school is expected to adhere and have the
services offered by EAS-G consistent with it.)

b). The Supervisor, consultants and itinerant teachers
at EAS=G are to be commended for their dedication and
expertisa but there is need to address some issues of
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staffing. The consultants are appointed on a term
basis, often for a period of one to two years. This
short term staffing arrangement doeS not allow for
adequate training to meet the needs of the teachers in
the district, especially when the _demands are so
extensive. It thus_ _becomes necessary to select
consultants on the basis of the defined role of EAS-G
and assist them in developing objectives relative to the
heeds of schools in the district.

It must be taken into account that schools vary in their
needs. One school requested that more be done for the
gifted in schools offering_ bilingual programs. While
this request was directed toward schools with a specific
linguistic philosophy, requests from high schools and
elementary schools were often just as Specific but based
on other philosophical dimensions. Oakley Centre_ has
even different expectations. __ When selecting
consultants, the various needs of the schoolsj their
philosophies, student groupings and age levels must be
addressed.

The requirements of the schools should be reviewed
yearly prior to the annual review of EAS=G. The staff,
once selected, should have Sufficient training to become
the experts for the Calgary_Board of Education and be
left together long enough to form a cohesive unit. A
plan should__be developed to replace consultants and
itinerant teachers that will cause the least amount of
disruption to the functioning of EAS=G. The Staff of
EAS-G need to be given opportunities to attend
conferences and workshopS to enhance their expertise.
There is also the need, ekpressed by some, for more
guidance from the supervisor with respect to the role
and expectations of the staff and additionally the
desire te) have additional feedback on staff performance.
More involvement by the supervisor in the training and
evaluation of staff Would likely strengthen this
assistance service unit.

Recommendation: That the staff of EAS-G, (a) be
carefully selected, with the requirements of the schools
in mind, (b)__be_given longer term assignments, (c) be
given_adequate training regarding their expected role
and the use of various instructional models which might
be employed to meet the needS of gifted_children within
the school district, and (d) be given more supervision
evaluative feedback about their performance relative to
role expectations.
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4. STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

There is -a tendency_ _in: all _curricdlut development
processes to exclude_input_ ftot_the student and _rely
upen:what_the_educater deems_is_best No doubt this is
tetind_precedure in many instances; but_gifted students
haVe been found to beexceptionally able and willing -to
offerworthwhile ,suggestions about what would benefit
them most. It has also been found that prograta fer
gifted children tend_ to be directed :tete teWard
cognitive_needs at the:expensei_of _meeting_ affective
needs._ ThiS:appears to be_true_in_the Calgary,Board of
EdUCation also__and is no _doubt influenced by the
CUrricular expectations published by Alberta Education.

Recommendation: That teachers_ be:given gUidande abott
how to solicit student iparticipation_in order to_ bUild
curricula_that address:the cognitive and_affective_needs
of the gifted While_ they_are__also_ensuring_ thatthe
skillSiand_knowledge_componentsi published by Alberta
EdUdation for each grade _(age) level; are also being
&eV-eloped and/or maintained;

5. COUNSELORS

Many:Seheol_districts have found that one of the: most
crucial needs of_ gifted,children is that of having _a
counselor to help them make adjustments for :their
special abilities; The, gifted nava_ tete _heed :_fer
remedial and -therapeutici_ _help_ because__ of_ their
differences. Sometimes :there are_attemPts_ at self
destruction _and other_trauma_associated withthese
StUdenta_because they cannot_reconcile the differences
they_perceive. There is also the need of early career
counseling far these students because bf their
exceptional capability. It: notionly_taked _spedially
trained personnel_but_sufficient time for_the_dounseling
process- 1:o_ be: accomplished._ It takes_ both group
cell:waling sessions and_ one-on,.one __sessions to meet
theae_needraL The request for more counselors and
counseling time was made by several teachers in the
Calgary Board of Education.

Recommendation: That : more___counseling services
specifieally addressed to the needs of gifted children
be provided.
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6; COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS

Significant numbers of parents seemed to feel that they
were not adequately consulted with respect to their
gifted children. Several parents were not notified that
their children were being recommended for special
activities; others were not informed that their children
were taking special instruction. Even when parents were
aware that tt,eir child was_in a special setting, they
were often naive about the program and their child's
progress._ Several parents requested that more
information be provided about their childt the
opportunities available and the progress being made.

Recommendation: That schools (principals and teachers)
be more sensitive to the requests of parents to have
communication with the school before a recommendation is
made that the child be enrolled in a special program as
well as the need to furnish them with detailed
information about programs and student progreSS.

7; PROGRAM EVALUATION

Too often:programs_are_begun_in schools for the purpose
of_providing for_ the needsof_ gifted students withOUt
appropriate planning of a program evaluatiOni_Obtp-Onenti
The CalgaryBoard of Education, thrOugh -itk _Program
Evaluation Servicesihas _been involVed_With _evaluating
programs for thegifted_:through the regular_process_ of
questionnaires_and school_visits_ It_is often necessary
however, to addrers_the_ special features of these
prOgratsi_and this takes some familiarity with gifted
Children and provisions for them.

Recommendation: That: ani eValdatidn- component_ to
determine if program_ objectived Ard_being achieved be
reqUired asia_part of_any_School's_plan and that someone
Withieltpertise,_in_programming_ifor gifted childrenbe
appointed to assist the Supervisor of Program EValUatiOn
Services in determining evaluation qUeStiOnd and how
they might be addressed.
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COMPREEENSIVE FLAN FOR TEE DEVELOPMENT OF SzRVICES

FORCINTS
I. BACKGROUND

1. The philetephif.;a1 orientation of the Calgary Board of Education with

respect to the education of gifced Aed talented Students is expressed

In tne following documents:

(a) Policy 1,002: School Philosophy Add Goalt

The purpose of the Calgary Beard of EdUCition is to ensure
individual student development thteugh effective education...

(b) Policy 3,003: Special Educatien = Students with Exceptional

Needs

The_Board_shalk provideifor_ early andsystemAtie identification
of_students_with exceptional needs. A epettrUM Of programs and
services will be, offered by appreOriatilY_gualified_staffi_in
order ;0 ensure that_studenta With exceOtional needs_have access
to their most enabling_ learning:environment. Placement into the
most_enabling learningenvironment shall be _determined by
considering the nature/extent of learning heeds and program
capability;

2. Alberta Education indicated in its Program Policy Manual, 1984,

0502, Page 35,

For 1984 - 1985, the Provincial priorities suggested for teacher
In-service are:

- Computer Literacy

= Gifted and Talented

- Evaluations
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II. GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The comprehensive plan is based upon the follewing principles lAii-ch are

derived from current research and recent consultation with authorities in

the education of the gifted and talented.

1. In order to develop appropriate prograt fOr gifted and talented

studerts, the nature of the group must first be considered and

described. Current rheorv sqoports a muIti-faceted defitatinn nf

giftednessi in consideration Of Which, the following description of

the target population is appropriate:

Gifted and talented childr,n- are those Who tad be identified by
personnel professionally-qualified: id education_ for the gifted/
talented :as having superiOr general_ability andior creative Oti-
tudes and _talents, Dueto demonstrated or _potential exceptional
ability, these students require special educational provisions based
upon their exceptional needs.

2; Since the needs and interests Of gifted children vary over time, the

identification process totiSists Of it ongoing teview of children

involving the children themselves, their parents, peers, and

teachers. It is not a matter "once identified as gifted the educa-

tional needs remain constant hot it it -not identified as gifted at

a particular time using a particular Method, niiier to be identified

as gifted.' moreover, the type and location of a gifted student's

education will likely change over tine.

3. Gifted children may be gifted in certain tle)ject areas rather than

all; giftedness may be identified at any stage during * student's

ichool life. They may require different special kinds of program-

ming as needs and interests vary.

Gifted children may :

(a) achieving giftnd - children who are achieving in accordance

with their Abilityi
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(b) underachieving gifted children who are not achieving well in

school, because they may have potential gifts and talents which

have nor, been idientified, or may wolibit types of conduct which

cask gifts and talents. They may be affected by physical or

learning disabilities; cultural differences; or forms of

economic or social deprivation.

(c) talented in specific areas children with particular talents

who need opportunities providing flexibility to experience or

explore them.

The school system must provide a range of options for such children

in order to be responsive to the needs of all types of gifted and

talented students.

5. Parents must be closely involved in the identification and education

of their gifted and talented children. Parental concerns such as

the following must be included in any comprehensive plan:

(a) awareness of appropriate schooling and program choices;

(b) information and regular consultation for parents; and

(C) workshops for parents whose children have been identified as

gifted;

6. (i) The local designated school; in conjunction with the specia

lized assistance available within the system; could be expected

to provide for the special needs of the mioritv (approximately

652 to 802) of identified gifted or talented students.

(b) Not every individual school will be able to meet the needs of

every gifted and talented student who attends it. Therefore,

a proportion of the gifted/talented school population may be

served better in other schools within each administrative area

of the system. Such schools may have developed programs and

staff expertise which may be more appropriate to the needs of

certain gifted or talented children than are those which are

available in the local designated school.
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(C) The needs of a small_pranartion (5Z to 10Z) of gifted/talented

students who require very specialized prcgrams, organization

and staff beyond those available in A regular School may best

be served in a congregated, special environment, either full or

part time.

7. Counselling services for gifted children are necessary to help them

accept And deal with their own abilities in order to be fully

productiVe and fulfilled. Counselling services must be an integral

part of any provision for gifted students.

8. A person having expertise in the area of education for gifted and

talented students must be in charge of the program for the school

system.

9. There must be adequate systemlevel coordination, leadership and

biidget to plan for and ensure that the required staff and program

development activities take place.

10. Those teachers who have special responsibilities id the eduratinti of

gifted add talented children, either in a_congregated setting or in

a system leadership role, require special qualities and skills in

the following areas: professional/personal ccidditMent te) gifted and

talented children, stamina, ability to handle stress (both personal

Ahd in students), skills in differentiating instruction, counselling

students And parents, program development, coping with inconsistency

and diversity;

11. Beczuse all schools and all classrooms will be serving the needs of

the majority of gifted and talented children, teachers and adminis

trators throughout the system will require the assistance of

qualified experts with respec: to:

(A) identifying gifted and talented children,

(b) the identification and development of teachers who will be
_

responsible for giftedtalented studintS and programs, and

C/CAT5;4 103
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(c) the irentification or development of programs and resources

required by gifted and talented students.

Provision must be_ made for teachers of gifted and talented xtudents

tri haVe Ongoing liaison and Lommunication with other such teachers

and professional support and assistance in their work.

13. PrOViiion must be made for the ongoing system level selection;

AtqUisitiOn; Coordination; design; and evaluation of those resources

most appropriate for use with gifted and talented students;

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The objectives of the comprehensive plan for addressing the needs of

gifted and talented students in this school system are:

1. To identify gifted and talented students.

2. To provide a range of programs and modes of delivery in order to

AddriSS the individual needs of these students as they progress

through school.

3. To provide teachers who are qualified and skilled in the teaching Of

gifted and talented students;

4; TO proVide leadirshi?; coordination; and ongoing staff development in

this area of education.

5. To provide counselling assistance and/or advice to gifted and

talented students; their parents; and their teachers.

6. TO Maintain and extend a comprehensive resource collection accessible

to all System personnel and the community at large.

7. To develop ongoing evaluation procedures to monitor the extent to

which the objectives of the comprehensive plan and the programs and

services therein are being attained.
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IV; DEV:LOPY/NT AND OFLMMENTATION OF A COMITEIENSIn_21.4

A. DESCRIPTION OF TEE COMPREHENSIVE PUN:

C/CAT5.6

The comprehensive plan envisioned for the Calgary Board of Education

reflects the guiding principles enunriated in Section II of thit

report. The features of this plaxl are as follows:

1. The identification Of gifted and talented students Will be an

ongoing process of screening, referral and verification,

involving classroom teachers, resource teachers, school

adtinittrators, educational specialists outside of the local

school, parents, peers, and the students themselves.

2. (a) Most gifted children will continue to be educated in their

regular neighborhood schools. Specialized assistance and

guidance will be available to schools to assist in the

development of programs and activities required by the

gifted and talented students in that building.

(b) It Sittations where the individual school is unable to

address satisfactorily the needs of partieular itddetitt, 4

process will be followed which will provide for the oatching

of itUdititS to programs, activities, or situations already

it plate in other schools, as close to the neighborhood

school as possible;

This will always be done in consultation with the students

theMtelViS, their parents, educational specialists outside

of the Achool, and teachers and administrators in both the

preseot and proposed schools.

The student might transfer into the identified school for

All instruction or could possibly remain in the local school

buc attend the ocher school for a period of time which will

be subject to review.
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(t) In cases where schools in the local or nearby communities

are unable to address satisfactorily the needs of certain

students, the system will provide special opportunities and

programs for these children in congregated settings (e.g.;

Oakley Centre) which the students would be enrolled on a

fulltime basis for a period of time, subject to review.

3; Whenever gifted and talented students have very specific needs

which cannot be addressed by personnel within the school system,

an attempt will be made to suggest appropriate individuals or

organizations to whom students or parents may have recourse.

Often such recourse Will occur within the context of the

student's educational program within the school With EAS/G

providing a communitybased mentor in the requisite area.

B. WHAT IS NOW IN PLACE:

At the present time, a number of elements of the proposed compre

hensive plan are operating in the school system to some degree.

These include:

1. Procedures for the identification of gifted and talented

students

Many gifted and talented children approximately 1400) have

already been identified as a result of referral by teachers,

administrators and parents with subsequent consultation With

warious types of specialists in the school system; Ongoing staff

development currently taking place is enhancing the accuracy of

the referral process and research is underway concerning a more

effective screening process involving the use of a group

screening instrument with a greater degree of validity than is

the case with the test now in use.
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2; The services of the Education Assistance Service for Gifted and

Talented Children (EAS/G) became systemwide as of September,

1984. ?AVG provides direct services to teachers who work with

gifted children, to gifted children themselves (either indivi

dually or in groups), to parents, and to various personnel across

the system vho are in some way involved in educating gifted

children. The provision of these services is effected by means

of four teams, each assigned to one of the four administrative

areas of the C.B.E., and each consisting of one consultant and

three itinerant teachers-.;

3. An extensive collection of print and nonprint materials is

currently maintained in the EAS/G Resource Centre. This collec

tion, consisting of commerciallyproduced and teacherdesigned

materials, is available on a circulatory or a reference basis to

all teachers in the system who vork with gifted and talented

studeL,ts in the regular classroom.

4. Currently, based upon an estimated population of approximately

4,000 gifted and talented students in the Calgary Board of

Education, the needs of about 7 1/2% of this group are being met

in a fulltime special referral setting, namely Oakley Centre,

which offers prcgrams from Grade 3 to Grade 9 to a maximum of 300

studentt. Placement of students in this setting occurs after

examination of the level of intensity of a student's needs, the

capability of the student's present placement to meet his or her

needs, and appropriate consultation with staff of the student's

home school, parents, the students themselves, staff of Oakley

Centre, and other Student Services personnel.

5. In a number of schools, special programs are being developed for

gifted children. One example is a program entitled "Strivirg To

Reach Excellence Through Challenge" (S.T.R.Z.T.C.E.) in Crescent

Reighcs High School.
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6. A possibility for some students who are academically talented and

motivated (but not necessarily gifted) also exists at the senior

high school level in the form of the International Baccalaureate

Program currently operating in two high schools. A potential,

Additional system-level resource for a small minority of gifted

high school students could be offered through the Alternative

High School.

7. In Addition to the examples proVided above, many schools have

modified programs or approaches which have been created by

teachers to address the needs of gifted and talented students.

However, a system-wide inventory of such offerings and their

appropriateness for various types of gifted ane.i talented StUdentt

does not exist in the systeln

8. The Instructional Services teams are available to work with EAS/G

staff and with schools in developing and supporting programs.

C. HEEDS:

The following are the main elements of a satisfactory and comprehen-

sive plan for addressing the needs of gifted and talented students

which are either partially in place or lacking in the school system

at the present time.

1. Since the principle focus of the comprehensive plan is to provide

for gifted and talented students Within their home schools, and

since there are in excess of 200 schools in the CBE, the provi-

sion of adequate_assistance to all schools remains a challenge;

Until September 1984, the majority of schools had little external

assistance and had to rely on their own ingenuity and abilities

to meet the needs of gifted and talented students;
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2. At mentioned, the EAS/G operation has only become system-wide in

its operation since Septenber, 19e4. However, since EAS/G was

created specifically to work with teichers, parents, and students

it the individual school level, it is important that it be given

adequate time and resources to develop its operation across the

system, then to assess its effectiveness.

Oakley Centre prOvides a congregated school_setting for 300 of

those gifted and talented stUdents in Grades 3 to 9 who have been

identified as needing the type of edutational program provided

there. At the present time, there is no recognized provisiOn fer

gifted student* nho may need something comparable to Oakley

Centre at the high SthoOl level. This is not to imply that

Oakley Centre students automatitally require a similar type of

high sahool to which they will progress from Grades 9 to 12; it

it antitipated that most of the Oakley Centre graduates will save

into programs Offered in regular high schools throughout the

system. The question is one Of providing for those particular

students, whether from Oakley Centre Or from other junior high.

idhOOlt (or senior high schools), who cannot function to theit

satisfattion in the traditional high school setting. The ABC

Project and the Alternati*e High School are potential resources

for addressing the needs of snch Students.

4. There needs to be a concerted effort to increase the range of

offerings available to gifted and talented students in regular

schools at all levelt of the system. As indicated, certain

schools are known to have (or be in the process of developing)

Such programs, but there need to be more offerings and alterna-

tives available. Indreasing the range and availability of suffi-

cient and adequate programs for gifted and talented students

involves such matters at program planning, development of

teaching and student materials, and the development of staff

capable of operating the programs and evaluating student progress

in them.
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While the Elementary Principals' Association acknowledges the

necessity for differentiation of programs for gifted and talented

students within each local designated school, it maintains that

additional assistance and resources are required for satisfactory

differentiation to take place.

The majority .of teachers in the Calgary Board of Edecation have

and will continue to have major responsibility for addressing the

needs of gifted and talented students. Since most of these

teachers do not have in their pre-professional training any

experience whatsoever in the area of gifted and talented educa-

tion, it is essential that adequate time, with substitute

coverage as necessary, be available to enable teachers to engage

in planning and program design activities.

5. There is a need to increase the amount and nature of parent

involvement in the education of their gifted and talented

children. Parents cite areas of importance to them such as:

(a) awareness of appropriate school choices,

(b) consultation with parents regarding the placement and

programs of these children,

(C) informational and workshop sessions for parents of gifted

and talented children,

(d) counselling for both gifted students and their parents,

(t) the need for a central agency which can provide information

of use to parents wanting to locate appropriate schooling

for their children.

6. One of the means of assessing the effectiveness and viability of

educational programs for the gifted and talented is to follow

such students over a period of years to find out what happens to

them as they progress from grade to grade and from public school

into post-secondary school activities. Feedback collected

systematically from such students and their parents provides
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useful information to schools *bout theit programs. The CBE

Program Evaluation Team is presently developing such studies.

7. There is a need to provide for adequate Stability of professional

staff within the EASIG operation. At pretent, this staff

consists of tvo permanent people who operate at the heart of
EAS/G (a supervisor and One SpeCialiit)1 four consultants who are

each assigned to an administrative arta. And three itinerant

teachers for eadh administrative area. Although EAS/G wishes to

provide opportunities fot the cycling of teachers into EAS/G then

back to the schools, (a fort Of Staff diVilopment) the service

requires a sialI group of longterm personnel Who have developed

the skills and abilities needed to Assure the continuatiOn Of

ongoing high quality tSSiStande tO schools.

D. PROCEDURE:

Rather than setting out a complete 'cutanddried" comprehensive plan

which would attempt to anticipate and tddress in advance every aspect

of the education of gifted children, this paper proposes a general
direction for the Calgary Board of Education to follow. It is based

on current research And is mindful of the input received from spokes
persons from various groups, including CBE principals, parents,

teachers, and various personnel already involved in gifted/talented

programs in this system. This information points out that much is

already in place in the sy and identifies areas where further

attention and development is : tred.

The recommendations in this rei., indictte that the best way to
proceed is to adopt a developmental approach, taking into account

services already Available in the system, then, on an ongoing basis1

reassessing the sitUAtiOn to determine the adequacy of what it

happening in the system, and make apprOpriate plans for the future.
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E. BUDGET:

1. Resources

(i) As of September 1984, the EAS/G ReSOUrCe Centre has moved

from a situation of serving 65 schools to serVing all

schools id the system. F411-time clerical personnel in the

Centre consists of Ode setretaryi one library clerk, and

since September 1984, one teacher aide;

This Resource Centre it USed On a daily basis by EAS/G staff

throughout the system it the diVilöpment of original

programs for individual or groups of thildren, and ih plan-

ning and in-servicing activities involving teachers and

administrators; Groups Of teachirt dome to the Centre on a

daily basis to makc use of the resourtes SVitilable and to

vork With the EAS/C staff members. (EAS/G has actively

enlisted the assistance of vOlunteers in the development and

circulation of materialt, but diOehdence on this type of

help does not assure the amount And aVailability of staff

reOUired to meet the increased demand for services tinCe

EAS/G became system-vide.)

Accessibility of resources to both EAS/G Add 0 ClAttroom

teachers (as is the case in its location id Chrittine Mdikle

School) combined vith idi4Uate Wark and conference space is

an essential ingredient fOr tUddissful operation of EAS/G.

Conversely, a separation Of these Materials from EAS/G

personnel through consolidation with aidsting library

collectiOnS elsewhere in the system could severely frUstrate

an operation which is presently working very successfully.

Since EAS/G now serves the entire Sth&Ol syStem and the

demands on the material resources and the ReSoUrde Centre
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ataf: are so greatly increased, additiOnal Clerical Staff it

recommended as of September 1985, in the form of:

one library clerk Cost: 1985 (4 months) $ 81171

one teacher aide Cost: 1985 (4 months) $ 7,3 4

(b) The need for counselling services for both gifted and

talented children, their parents and teachers, beyond that

which can be done by school staff or EAS/G personnel, was

identified by parents and teachers as urgent. To meet this

need, it Is recommended that:

one itinerant

counsellor Cost: 1985 4 months) $15,000

LI added to the EAS/G staff commencing September 1985.

24 Program Development in Schools

The comprehensive plan envisions a spectrum of programs which in

its entirety and diversity will meet the raeds of All gifted And

talented students In the system. To achieve this, the following

action is proposed:

1. At indicated in this paper, the major thrust of the

plan calls for the provision of programs for gifted ind

talented students within each individual school ih the

system with assistance from EAS/G. EAS/G will maintain

an inventory of the programs available for use by admin

istrators, teachers and parents.

2. Once an inventory of programs in operation is created,

examination of it may reveal the absence of particular

program components within the school system. As this is
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done, EAS/G will Mike the program needs known and will

invite schools to submit proptitalt fOr filling :he gaps.

The plans that result could, depending on the comprehen-

siveness of a chool's endeavors, require no additional

costs or might invOlVe budgeting ftir SUch costs as:

- materials,

- planning time,

- staff development activities,

- additional or different staff required to carry on

the the proposed programs.

Upon reteipt of the proposals from the schools, the

EAS/G Supervisor, id COOSUltAtiott Vith appropriate Area

And other personnel, will approve and prioritize the

program proposals to be activated and include develop-

mental costs in the annual EAS/G budget

Thii Aipedt of the plan will enable gifted and talented

StudentS WhOti neidS are more specialized or intensive

than can be addressed in A generally appropriate program

within the home school tO fitid a tore appropriate

program or activity in a different sthool but it the

same community or administrative area of the city.

Those students having the most intentiVe needs which

cannot be met Within the local school or nearby schools

Vill continue to be served at the system-level through

special placement id referral types Of programs such as

that offered in Oakley Centre.

3. In addition to assisting in the development of programs

as outlined in Itemt 1 And 2 above, it is recommended

that the Calgary Board of Education continue to endorse

present budgeting practices whereby funds are provided

to EAS/G for the funding of staff development activities
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related to the creation of school-based programs for

gifted and talented nudents.

This approach to the development of programt in Schools is

advocated as the best means of encouraging and recognizing

creativity and imaginative planning in schools, providing for

continuing assistance to students and teachers in small schools,

and liminating the need for increased staff et the system level.

Moreover, it will broaden the number and variety of programs and

materials available to students and to schools.

3. Transportation

The Aim of the comprehensive plan is to provide for the gifted

and talented student in his or her home school. When the home

school cannot meet a student's needs, the plan calls for that

student to be matched up with appropriate progrAmt ill A neArt*-

school, and only to be moved out of his district or community

when needs cannot be satisfactorily addressed within them. Since

this scheme of program delivery it altiois Ott 4 referral=

consultative basis (including teachers, stUdentt, parentt), the

responsibility for transporting students outside o4 their home

schools will rest with the Calgary Board of Education.
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V. RECOMMENDATION&

It is recommended:

1. THAT the Calgary Board of Education endorse the guiding principles

outlined it Seetion II of the report as those which are to applY in

the ongoing iMpleMentStion of a comprehensive plan for addressing the

needs of gifted and talented itUdents in this school system.

2i TRAT the Calgary Boitd Of Education endorse the approach outlined in

this paper as the Method Of deVeloping and implementing a comprehen-

sive plan.

3; THAT this plan fOr Addressing the needs of gifted and talented

students be iticorpotated into the CBE Iong-range plan to be presented

to the Board by June, 1985;

4. THAT the Supervisor Of the Education Assistance Services for Gifted

and Talented Students (EAS/G) be assigned responsibility for the

coordination of programs and SetViCes for gifted and talented

students throughout the school systet;

5i THAT appropriate Action be taken by Administration to ensure the

continuity of EAS/G staff during the implementation of the plan;

6. THAT the folloving Additional staff be allocated to the Education

Assistance Service for Gifted and Talented Students (EAS/G) as of
SepteMber 1985:

one library clerk

one teacher aide

one itinerant Counsellor
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7. THAT School Orincipals, in consultation with their staffs, be invited

to submit id the EAS/C Supervisor proposals for the development of

specialized programs for the gifted ind talented Within their

respective schools or in groups of schools; The nature of speciali-

Zitiod Will be determined by identification of program gaps in

existing provisions within an administrative Area. Appropriate

guidelines will be established fot the writing of sukth proposals

together with provision for the evaluation of programs subsequently

developed.

8. THAT the Education Assistance Service for Gifted and Talented

children (EAS/C), in consultation with appropriate personnel in

idhOdli, the Division of Instruction, and the Staff Development

Department develop a program for the identification and development

of staff who will have specific retponsibility for the operation of

programs for the gifted and talented. (This would be in addition to

the eiiSting provision for on-going inservice and staff development

for all teachert in the system Who are providing differentiated

programs for gifted and talented Students In the context of the

regular classroom.)

9. TEAT the Calgary Board of Education continue to provide funds under

the control of the EAS/C whereby teachers may be released during

school hours to plan and design, with the specialiied assistance of

EAS/C team members, appropriate programs and strategies for use with

gifted and talented students.

10. THAT evaluation of the comprehensive plan take place on an ongoing

basis to ensure the implementation and increasing effectiveness of

the various components of the plan and the interaction among them.
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